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Abstract
Design and Evaluation of a Flutter-Suppression Control
System for a High-Aspect-Ratio Wing
S. Jivan
Department of Mechanical and Mechatronic Engineering,
University of Stellenbosch,
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Africa.
Thesis: MEng (Mech)
March 2017
Flutter is a form of aeroelastic instability. This instability is prevalent among
aircraft which use high-aspect-ratio wings. Previous studies have been con-
ducted in which control surfaces were used to suppress flutter using math-
ematical models to perform the aeroelastic analysis. This thesis documents
the design and evaluation of a flutter-suppression control system for a high-
aspect-ratio wing. The project made use of ANSYS software where a numerical
Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) model was established and used in perform-
ing the aeroelastic analysis. The goal of the active controller was to suppress
flutter by regulating the wing tip displacement with the use of control surfaces.
A Linear Quadratic (LQ) controller was constructed and embedded within the
FSI model using ANSYS Parametric Design Language (APDL) scripting. Ini-
tial simulations indicated that a translational base excitation could not induce
aeroelastic instability. However, a rotational base excitation proved to suc-
cessfully excite flutter. Open- and closed-loop simulations were performed at
a velocity of 50 m/s. Open-loop simulations indicated that the wing tip dis-
placement was observed to grow without bound. The closed-loop simulations
indicated that the LQ controller displayed the capability to suppress flutter by
increasing the aerodynamic damping of the system. Non-classical flutter was
encountered at a velocity of 70 m/s.
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Uittreksel
Ontwerp en Evaluering van ’n Beheerstelsel vir
Fladderonderdrukking van ’n Vlerk met Hoe¨
Slankheidsverhouding.
(“Design and Evaluation of a Flutter-Suppression Control System for a
High-Aspect-Ratio Wing”)
S. Jivan
Departement Meganiese en Megatroniese Ingenieurswese,
Universiteit van Stellenbosch,
Privaatsak X1, Matieland 7602, Suid Afrika.
Tesis: MIng (Meg)
Maart 2017
Fladder is ’n vorm van ae¨roelastiese onstabiliteit. Hierdie onstabiliteit is al-
gemeen onder vliegtuie wat vlerke met ’n hoe¨ slankheidsverhouding gebruik.
Vorige studies behels die gebruik van beheeroppervlaktes om fladder met be-
hulp van wiskundige modelle te onderdruk ten einde ’n ae¨roelastiese analise
uit te voer. Hierdie tesis dokumenteer die ontwerp en evaluering van ’n be-
heerstelsel vir fladderonderdrukking. Die´ projek het van ANSYS-sagteware
gebruik gemaak om ’n numeriese model vir vloei-struktuur-interaksie (Fluid-
Structure Interaction [FSI]) daar te stel en te gebruik tydens die ae¨roelastiese
analise. Die doel van die aktiewe beheerder was om fladder te onderdruk
deur die vlerkpunt-verplasing met behulp van beheeroppervlaktes te reguleer.
’n Lineeˆr-kwadratiese (Linear Quadratic [LQ]) beheerder is saamgestel en in-
gebed in die FSI-model deur gebruik te maak van ANSYS se Parametriese
Ontwerptaal (Parametric Design Language [APDL]). Aanvanklike simulasies
het aangedui dat ’n verplasings basisopwekking nie ae¨roelastiese onstabiliteit
kon induseer nie. Daar is egter bewys dat ’n rotasie-basisopwekking wel flad-
der kon opwek. Ope en geslote lus-simulasies is teen ’n snelheid van 50 m/s
uitgevoer. Ope lus-simulasies het aangedui dat vlerkpunt-verplasing oneindig
toeneem. Geslote lus-simulasies het aangedui dat die lineeˆr-kwadratiese be-
heerder die kapasiteit vertoon om fladder te onderdruk deur die ae¨rodinamiese
demping van die sisteem te verhoog. Nie-klassieke fladder is teen ’n snelheid
van 70 m/s tee¨gekom.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Flutter is defined as an unstable self-excited oscillation of a structure, at its
natural frequency. Flutter arises from the existence of aeroelastic instability.
This instability stems from the aerodynamic forces feeding energy into the
structural system, by virtue of its position or configuration, as rapidly as it is
dissipated by the structure’s damping [11].
The motion of a structural system can be considered as the superposition of
its normal modes of vibration. The vibration of a structure would naturally be
dissipated if not for the aerodynamic forces acting upon it. Depending on the
speed of the air, the aerodynamic forces could decrease, maintain or increase
the amplitude of the vibration. It must be noted that the aerodynamic forces,
which maintain the oscillations, exist purely because of the vibration of the
system. In other words, if the system were not disturbed, it would be possible
to exceed the critical speed, of the wing, without inducing any vibration.
Flutter can therefore be classified as a self-exited, aeroelastic vibration [12].
This phenomenon plays a significant role in the design, development and com-
missioning of vehicles in the aerospace industry. Flutter can be detrimental
to the performance of an aircraft’s structural components, with regards to its
structural integrity and endurance. It was first identified during World War I
on the Handley Page bomber where the flutter mechanism consisted of the
fuselage torsional mode with anti-symmetric elevator rotation [13].
In the modern era, aircraft design is focused on maximising the performance
by improving several facets of the aircraft. An example of such improvements
would involve structural mass reduction of the wing by using lighter and more
flexible material [14]. Another potential means of developing more efficient air-
craft may involve the use of high-aspect-ratio wings. High-aspect-ratio wings
benefit from superior lift-drag ratios.
1
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However, these wings tend to be less rigid which, coupled with the fact that
mass reduction may result in reduced stiffness, increases their susceptibility to
aeroelastic instability [15] [16].
This aeroelastic instability can be resolved by increasing the aerodynamic
damping of the system. The wing’s control surfaces provide a means of sup-
pressing vibration, by increasing the aerodynamic damping of the wing. Mar-
retta and Marino (2007) demonstrated the use of control surfaces to suppress
flutter, using a mathematical model to perform the aeroelastic analysis.
The aim of this project was to design and evaluate a flutter-suppression con-
trol system for a high-aspect-ratio wing. The flutter-suppression control sys-
tem was required to suppress vibration of a wing. Suppression of vibration
would aid in the dissipation of energy being fed into the system by the fluid,
thereby increasing the aerodynamic damping of the system. Modelling aeroe-
lastic phenomena requires a means of accounting for both the structural and
fluid environments. This multi-physics phenomenon, known as Fluid-Structure
Interaction (FSI), is to be modelled by means of numerical analysis using the
commercially available software, ANSYS.
1.2 Objectives
The following details the objectives of this thesis:
 Establish a structural and fluid environment, in ANSYS, which consti-
tutes a numerical FSI model
 A high-aspect-ratio wing is to be used in the FSI model
 Construct an active control system
 Derive a state-space model of the FSI and implement the model in the
control system
 Embed the control system within the FSI model
 Use existing control surfaces to suppress vibration
2
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1.3 Thesis outline
The literature study, presented in Chapter 2, lays the foundation for key prin-
ciples used in the project. A classical flutter analysis is performed in Chapter 3
where strip theory and a beam model was used in the analysis. Chapter 4 de-
tails the structural environment. This chapter documents the computer aided
design (CAD) models of the structure, the manner in which discretization was
performed, mesh details, a modal analysis, the base excitation used and where
the FSI interface was defined on the FE model. Chapter 5 elaborates on the
fluid environment. Similar to chapter 4, it documents the CAD models of the
fluid domain, the discretization performed, mesh details, boundary conditions,
dynamic mesh settings and where the FSI interface was defined on the CFD
model. Chapter 6 then documents how the controller was constructed. This
includes derivation of the state-space model, the manner in which the con-
troller was embedded within the FSI model, the logic of the controller and the
subsequent modification to the original FSI process. Chapter 7 documents the
results of the initial FSI simulations and the results of the refined FSI simula-
tions. Lastly, the conclusions drawn from the project and the accompanying
recommendations are presented in Chapter 8.
3
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Chapter 2
Literature study
2.1 Wing theory
A moving body submersed in fluid is subject to forces. If the force opposite
to the direction of motion is small or negligible compared to the force normal
to the direction of motion, the body is considered to be a wing. The cross-
sectional area of the wing is referred to as the wing profile whereas the shape
is known as the aerofoil. Figure 2.1 depicts the characteristic geometrical
quantities of an aerofoil [1].
camber line
chord line
camber
max. camber
y
x
chord length
thickness distribution
Figure 2.1: Aerofoil characteristic geometrical quantities [1]
The coordinates of the profile are plotted against an appropriate x- and y-axis.
The profile may be regarded as the superposition of a symmetric thickness
distribution, which varies along the camber line. The camber line influences the
shape and camber of the aerofoil. The camber is defined as the vertical distance
between the camber line and chord line, at corresponding positions along the
x-axis. It reaches a maximum value, the location of which is expressed as
a percentage of the chord length. These geometrical quantities ultimately
influence the aerodynamic characteristics of the aerofoil.
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A wing displaces the fluid it’s submersed in. In the case of free-flight of an
aircraft, displacement of air results in an increase in streamline density lat-
eral to the surface of the wing, in order to satisfy continuity [2]. Figure 2.2
depicts how the free-stream velocity (v∞) generates the streamline pattern as
the streamlines curve around the wing.
v∞
Figure 2.2: Streamline pattern over a wing [2]
The velocity of the air approaches its maximum value at the wing’s maximum
thickness where the static pressure is at its minimum. The curvature of the
streamlines results in an increase in static pressure in a direction normal to
the streamlines expressed by:
dp =
ρV
R
dy (2.1)
These elementary centrifugal forces compensate for the difference between the
low static pressure, at the surface of the wing, and the higher static pressure
in the undisturbed free-stream [2].
The wing’s planform geometry has a significant influence on an aircraft’s per-
formance. High-aspect-ratio wings are long and narrow whereas low-aspect-
ratio wings are short and stubby. Figure 2.3 illustrates the transition of an
aircraft’s wings as the aspect ratio varies from a low, to moderate and finally
a high aspect ratio [15].
Moderate HighLow
aspect ratio aspect ratio aspect ratio
Figure 2.3: Wing aspect ratio [3]
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Geometry of high-aspect-ratio aerofoils implies that the wing has aerofoil ge-
ometrical quantities which results in the center of aerodynamic pressure gen-
erally being located more towards the back of the wing [15].
Quantifying the aspect ratio of a wing is expressed by equation 2.2. Figure 2.4
depicts the top view of a wing planform, illustrating the wing’s span and chord.
Aspect ratio =
Span
Chord
(2.2)
Span
Chord
Centreline
Traili
ng ed
ge
Leading edge
Figure 2.4: Top view of a wing planform
High-aspect-ratio wings are desirable since they benefit from a superior lift-
drag ratio and are lightweight. An undesirable feature of these wings include a
lack of manoeuvrability. As a result, these wings are not found on aerospace ve-
hicles such as fighter aircraft but are used in applications such as high-altitude
long-endurance (HALE) aircrafts and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) [15].
High-aspect-ratio wings tend to undergo larger deformation, due to their flexi-
bility. The large deformation and accompanying changes in aerodynamic loads
may prove significant. In addition, the structure endures fatigue which compro-
mises its service life or may cause immediate failure if the vibration amplitude
is too large [17].
2.2 Flight control
All aircraft adhere to the same basic principle of flight, which entail altering
the aircraft’s yaw, pitch and roll. The flight control system allows the pilot
to exercise control over the aircraft via flight control surfaces. The flight
control surfaces are grouped into 2 categories, namely primary and secondary
controls [4]. Figure 2.5 illustrates the location of each component of the flight
control system, where the corresponding numbering of the components are
shown in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.5: Aircraft flight control [4]
Table 2.1: Flight control surfaces
Number Component Category
1 Elevators Primary
2 Rudder Primary
3 Ailerons Primary
4 Flaperons
5 Flaps Secondary
7 Slats Secondary
8 Spoilers Secondary
9 Airbrakes Secondary
10 Stabilizer Trim Secondary
2.2.1 Primary controls
The primary control surfaces consist of the elevators, rudders, ailerons and
canards. These surfaces control the pitch, yaw and roll of the aircraft. The
pitch is controlled via elevators, located at the trailing edge of the tailplane.
Roll-control is exercised by the ailerons located at the outboard of the wings.
Yaw-control is provided by rudders located on the trailing edge of the vertical
stabilizer [4].
2.2.2 Secondary controls
Secondary control surfaces consist of the flaps, slats, spoilers and speed brakes.
These control surfaces offer the pilot the ability to alter the lift of the aircraft,
when the need arises. Flaps are located inboard on the wings, along the trailing
edge.
7
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Flaps are the simplest ways of increasing the maximum lift characteristic of
the wing [1]. The flaps extend rearwards and downwards thereby increasing
lift due to an increase in wing camber and chord. Slats are situated at the
leading edge of the wing. They are able to extend forward and downwards
which, similarly to the flaps, increase wing chord and camber to increase the
wing’s lift characteristic. Speed brakes are deployed when all of the wing’s
spoilers are extended. These control surfaces increase drag to allow adjustment
of the airspeed [4]. Figure 2.6 depicts the control surfaces found on a wing.
The active controller was required to suppress vibration using existing control
surfaces therefore, table 2.2 lists the possible control surfaces (in accordance
with figure 2.6) that could have been used for the project.
Figure 2.6: Wing control surfaces [5]
Table 2.2: Wing control surfaces
Number Component
1 Winglet
2 Low speed aileron
3 High speed aileron
4 Flap track fairing
5 Leading edge flaps
6 Leading edge slats
7 Inboard flaps
8 Outboard flaps
9 Spoilers
10 Spoiler air brakes
8
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2.3 Aeroelastic instability
Aeroelasticity is the discipline which combines aerodynamics, elasticity and
dynamics. Aeroelasticity can be described as the reciprocal interaction (static
or dynamic) between the aerodynamic forces and the deformations induced by
these forces in the structure, its control mechanisms or the aircraft’s propulsion
systems [18].
2.3.1 Classical flutter
Lifting surfaces, found on an aircraft, can be subject to several aerodynamic
self-excited oscillations. Classical flutter refers to an occurrence in which the
flutter mechanism may, though not necessarily, involve the coupling of several
degrees-of-freedom (DOF) of the structure [12]. In the case of aircraft wings,
this may include a coupling of the bending and torsional modes. This instabil-
ity occurs when the fluid flow is attached to the wing. Analyses of non-classical
flutter prove to be more difficult as it may involve flow separation, stalling,
shock and time-lag effects between the flow field and motion. Only a single
DOF of the structure may be involved in this flutter mechanism.
An aeroelastic problem, such as flutter, can be decomposed into its mechanical
and aerodynamic constituents. The former requires the motion of the aircraft’s
structure to be taken into account as a continuous vibrating system, subject
to the external air forces and internal damping of the structure. The latter
requires a means of determining the nature of the aerodynamic forces acting on
the structure. These aerodynamic forces are independent of the static forces
which tend to maintain the system in an equilibrium system. The oscillatory
aerodynamic forces, acting on the system, tend to maintain the structures
oscillations about the equilibrium position [12].
2.3.2 Simple 2-DOF system
Figure 2.7 depicts a structural system where a rotational spring and plunge
spring constitutes a 2-DOF system. The plunge spring represents the bending
stiffness of the wing whereas the rotational spring represents the torsional
stiffness. The shape of the aerofoil determines where the aerodynamic center is
located. The aerofoil’s center of gravity is dependent on the mass distribution
of the cross-section [14].
Aerodynamic forces excite this spring/mass system. The critical speed, of the
wing, is encountered when the energy input would equal that of the energy
being dissipated by the structural system.
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Once the critical speed is exceeded, the 2-DOF system could excite one of its
two natural modes or a coupled mode which is a coalescence of the two natural
modes [14].
Plunge spring
Rotational spring
Aerodynamic center
Centre of gravity
Figure 2.7: 2-DOF aerofoil system
The system above does not account for control surfaces that may exist on an
actual aircraft. Aeroelastic instability may arise from the presence of control
surfaces, as their DOF will have their own natural modes. An example includes
the Handley Page bomber, mentioned in section 1, where the rotational DOF
of the elevator contributed to the particular flutter mechanism.
2.4 Structural modelling
The structure of the wing can be represented by a FE model. The FE model
consists of a system of equations and is derived by discretizing the structure
into elements. The governing equation for structural dynamics is expressed by
equation 2.3. This equation states that work done on a single element (with
a volume V , and surface area S ) be equal to work absorbed by the inertial,
dissipative and internal forces [19].
∫
(δs)T f dV +
∫
(δs)T Φ dS +
n∑
i=1
(δs)Ti pi =∫ (
(δs)T ρS s¨ + (δs)
T c s˙ + (δε)Tσ
)
dV (2.3)
where f and Φ represent the body force vector and surface traction vector, pi
and δs the concentrated load vector (located at the nodes) and their corre-
sponding virtual displacements at n points. ε serves as the strain vector, ρS
the structural mass density, c the damping parameter (analogous to viscosity)
and σ the stress vector.
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Equation 2.4 expresses the relationships between virtual displacement and
the shape function (N) and the relationship between strain and the strain-
displacement (B). Equation 2.5 is formed after substituting these relationships
in equation 2.3.
s = N d s˙ = N d˙ s¨ = N d¨ ε = B d (2.4)
δd
[ ∫
ρS N
TN dV d¨ +
∫
c NTN dV d˙ +
∫
BT σ dV
−
∫
NT F dV −
∫
NT Φ dS −
n∑
i=1
pi
]
= 0 (2.5)
The element mass and damping matrices, following discretization are:
Me =
∫
ρS N
TN dV Ce =
∫
c NTN dV (2.6)
Elemental internal and external forces and moments are accounted for by equa-
tions 2.7 and 2.8 respectively.
(rint)e = Ke de =
∫
BT σ dV (2.7)
(rext)e =
∫
NT F dV +
∫
NT Φ dS +
n∑
i=1
pi (2.8)
Substituting equations 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 into 2.5 yields:
Med¨e + Ced˙e + Kede = (rext)e (2.9)
for a multi-element structure, equation 2.9 assumes the global form of:
Md¨ + Cd˙ + Kd = rext (2.10)
Equation 2.10 represents the generalized equation of motion. This system of
equations accounts for the dynamics of the structural environment without the
influence of other physical environments [20]. The damping matrix is calcu-
lated using the Rayleigh viscous damping model, shown in equation 2.11. This
damping model is the standard model used by the ANSYS Mechanical APDL
solver. This model defines the global damping matrix as a linear combination
of the global mass and stiffness matrix.
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C = αM + βK (2.11)
where α is the mass-proportional damping parameter and β, the stiffness-
proportional damping parameter. These values can be determined from equa-
tion 2.12 where ξ represents the damping ratio and f the frequency of the
natural mode [19].
ξ =
1
2
( α
2pif
+ β 2pif
)
(2.12)
If damping is present, the damped frequency is expressed with equation 2.13:
fd = f
√
1− ξ2 (2.13)
2.5 Fluid modelling
CFD entails the analysis of a fluid system that may involve fluid flow, heat
transfer and associated chemical reactions via computer-based simulation [6].
The behaviour of fluid under motion is described by the continuity and mo-
mentum equations in 3 dimensions. In the derivation of these equations for
unsteady and incompressible flow (specific for this project), body forces such
as gravity are neglected [21].
2.5.1 Governing equations
The conservation of mass states that the rate at which mass increases, in a fluid
element, must equal the net rate at which mass flows into the fluid element.
For a 3-dimensional case, this can be expressed as:
∂ρF
∂t
+
∂(ρFvx)
∂x
+
∂(ρFvy)
∂y
+
∂(ρFvz)
∂z
= 0 (2.14)
Equation 2.14 is known as the continuity equation for an unsteady and com-
pressible flow. The equation can further be simplified, for the purpose of this
project, by applying incompressible conditions and yielding:
∂vx
∂x
+
∂vy
∂y
+
∂vz
∂z
= 0 (2.15)
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The momentum equations, in their respective dimensions, are as follows:
x-dimension:
ρF
(∂vx
∂t
+vx
∂vx
∂x
+vy
∂vx
∂y
+vz
∂vx
∂z
)
= −∂p
∂x
+µ
(∂2vx
∂x2
+
∂2vx
∂y2
+
∂2vx
∂z2
)
(2.16a)
y-dimension:
ρF
(∂vy
∂t
+vx
∂vy
∂x
+vy
∂vy
∂y
+vz
∂vy
∂z
)
= −∂p
∂y
+µ
(∂2vy
∂x2
+
∂2vy
∂y2
+
∂2vy
∂z2
)
(2.16b)
z-dimension:
ρF
(∂vz
∂t
+ vx
∂vz
∂x
+ vy
∂vz
∂y
+ vz
∂vz
∂z
)
= −∂p
∂z
+µ
(∂2vz
∂x2
+
∂2vz
∂y2
+
∂2vz
∂z2
)
(2.16c)
Equations 2.15 and 2.16a-2.16c form the fundamental equations of fluid flow.
Common parameters exist among the equations which calls for introducing a
variable, φ. The transport equation is therefore introduced and expressed by
equation 2.17, where Γ is the diffusion coefficient.
ρF
(∂φ
∂t
+ vx
∂φ
∂x
+ vy
∂φ
∂y
+ vz
∂φ
∂z
)
= div(Γ grad φ) (2.17)
Determining the flow regime of a fluid in motion requires the Reynolds number
(Re) to be determined. This dimensionless parameter represents the ratio
of inertial forces to viscous forces. The Reynolds number was determined
using equation 2.18 where hd refers to the characteristic length and v the fluid
velocity. Transition of laminar to transitional flow occurs at a critical Re
number which varies for different bodies and freestream conditions.
Re =
ρF v hd
µ
(2.18)
2.5.2 Turbulence modelling
The final state of flow behaviour, turbulent flow, is defined as a chaotic and
random state of motion. Unlike laminar flow, which can be analytically solved
by the equations stated in section 2.5.1, turbulent flow requires a more intricate
manner of solving the fluid domain [6].
The random nature of turbulence is illustrated by figure 2.8. The magnitude of
the fluid velocity is the sum of its mean component (v¯) and its corresponding
fluctuating component (v′(t)). The process of characterising the velocity into a
mean and fluctuating component is known as Reynolds decomposition, shown
by equation 2.19.
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v = v¯ + v′(t) (2.19)
v
v¯
v′(t)
t
Figure 2.8: Random nature of turbulence [6]
In order to account for the fluctuating and mean velocity components, the
continuity and momentum equations are modified to incorporate Reynolds
decomposition in order to compensate for the random nature that stems from
the turbulent flow.
The continuity equation that incorporates the fluctuating and mean velocity
components is obtained by substituting equation 2.19 into equation 2.15. Sep-
arating with respect to the velocity components and then taking a time average
over the entire equation yields:
∂v¯x
∂x
+
∂v¯y
∂y
+
∂v¯z
∂z
= 0 (2.20)
Similarly, the modified momentum equations in their respective dimensions are
shown below, once Reynolds decomposition is implemented. Note, the terms
without the mean or fluctuating superscripts represent the average velocity
terms.
x-dimension:
ρF
(∂vx
∂t
+ vx
∂vx
∂x
+ vy
∂vx
∂y
+ vz
∂vx
∂z
)
= −∂p
∂x
+ µ
(∂2vx
∂x2
+
∂2vx
∂y2
+
∂2vx
∂z2
)
[
∂(−ρFv′2x )
dx
+
∂(−ρFv′xv′y)
dy
+
∂(−ρFv′xv′z)
dz
]
(2.21a)
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y-dimension:
ρF
(∂vy
∂t
+ vx
∂vy
∂x
+ vy
∂vy
∂y
+ vz
∂vy
∂z
)
= −∂p
∂y
+ µ
(∂2vy
∂x2
+
∂2vy
∂y2
+
∂2vy
∂z2
)
[
∂(−ρFv′xv′y)
dx
+
∂(−ρFv′2y )
dy
+
∂(−ρFv′yv′z)
dz
]
(2.21b)
z-dimension:
ρF
(∂vz
∂t
+ vx
∂vz
∂x
+ vy
∂vz
∂y
+ vz
∂vz
∂z
)
= −∂p
∂z
+ µ
(∂2vz
∂x2
+
∂2vz
∂y2
+
∂2vz
∂z2
)
[
∂(−ρFv′xv′z)
dx
+
∂(−ρFv′yv′z)
dy
+
∂(−ρFv′2z )
dz
]
(2.21c)
Equations 2.20 and 2.21a-2.21c are classified as the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS) equations.
The implementation of Reynolds decomposition generates additional terms in
the time-averaged equations as a result of the fluctuating components. A 3-
dimensional case introduces additional viscous terms, consisting of 3 normal
stresses (v′2x , v′2y , v′2z ) and 3 shear stresses (v′xv′y, v′xv′z, v′yv′z) and take the form
of a tensor called the Reynolds stress tensor, shown by the matrix below. The
normal stresses constitutes the respective variances of the x-,y- and z-velocity
fluctuations while shear stresses are associated with correlations between dif-
ferent velocity components. Which implies that 6 additional terms are to be
solved in a 3-dimensional case [6].
τ = −ρF
τxx τxy τxzτxy τyy τyz
τxz τyz τzz
 = −ρF
 v′2x v′xv′y v′xv′zv′xv′y v′2y v′yv′z
v′xv′z v′yv′z v′2z

The Reynolds stress model (RSM) is a turbulence model which calls for a
transport equation to be solved for each term in the Reynolds stress tensor. In
addition to this, a scale-determining equation is also constructed which results
in 7 additional transport equations to be solved for a 3-dimensional case. As a
result, the RANS equations can be solved. However, such a turbulence model
is quite computationally intensive [22].
The Boussinesq approximation is introduced as a means of estimating the
Reynolds stress terms. This notion states that the turbulent stresses are pro-
portional to the rate of deformation. Using Einstein’s notation, equation 2.22
expresses this approximation.
τij = −ρF v′iv′j = µt
( ∂vi
∂xj
+
∂vj
∂xi
)
− 2
3
ρFkδij (2.22)
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Where k is the turbulent kinetic energy and δ, the Kronecker delta. Equa-
tion 2.22 allows for the RANS equations to be solved and provides the advan-
tage of relatively low computational cost (as opposed to the RSM) associated
with the computation of the turbulent viscosity, µt. However, one of the as-
sumptions that the Boussinesq approximation relies on is that µt is a isotropic
scalar quantity, which does not hold true in certain instances [6].
A RANS based turbulence model is widely accepted in industry. The Mixing
length, Spalart-Allmaras, k− and the k−ω models are all based on the RANS
equations. Although some prove better than others, no turbulence model is
universally accepted. Table 2.3 lists the aforementioned turbulence models
with their respective number of transport equations [22].
Table 2.3: Transport equations amongst turbulence models
Model Number of transport eq.
Mixing length 0
Spalart-Allmaras 1
k −  2
k − ω 2
The mixing-length turbulence model is completely incapable of describing fluid
flow with separation and recirculation despite being easy to implement and less
computational intensive than its counterparts. The Spalart-Allmaras turbu-
lence model requires less computational effort than the k −  and the k − ω
turbulence models as it relies on using only one transport equation. This
turbulence model was specifically designed for aerospace applications and has
been gaining popularity in turbo machinery applications. However, this model
is relatively new and its approach to using a single transport equation has been
criticised regarding its ability to resolve changes in length scale. This might
be an issue when flow changes, abruptly, from a wall-bounded to a free shear
flow [22].
The standard k−model became the workhorse of engineering flow calculations
in practice as a result of its robustness, economy and reasonable accuracy. This
semi-empirical model is based on transport equations for the turbulent kinetic
energy and the dissipation rate (). The k−  model assumes that flow is fully
turbulent and that the effects of viscous forces are negligible. However, as time
has progressed, the strengths and weaknesses associated with the model have
become known and subsequent improvements have lead to the formulation of
improved versions of the model, such as the realizable k −  model and the
RNG k −  model.
Similarly, the standard k−ω model is based on empirical transports equations
for the turbulent kinetic energy and the specific dissipation rate (ω).
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This model is based on the Wilcox k −  model which includes modifications
for low-Reynolds-number effects, compressibility and shear flow spreading [22].
2.6 FSI
The quantitative treatment of any problem begins with the formulation of the
mathematical models. In the study of aeroelasticity, this entails the behaviour
of a deformable body under the simultaneous effect of the aerodynamic heating
and pressure acting upon the structure [18]. However, for the scope of this
project, the effects of aerodynamic heating are neglected. Equation 2.10 is
modified to form equation 2.23, where the additional vector (rF) accounts for
the generalised force vector that stems from the aerodynamic pressure [20].
Md¨ + Cd˙ + Kd = rext + rF (2.23)
When the need to combine multiple physical environments arises, some form
of coupling between the environments is required. Such is the case for FSI
where the fluid and structural environments are not analytically combined
but influence each other [23]. This intricate coupling of the two different
environments allows the outputs of each environment to be the inputs for its
respective counterpart. The structure and fluid environments are governed
by separate, independent systems of equations. These systems of equations
interact at the interface of the FSI model. Displacement and force transfers are
typical for FSI simulations. Forces from the CFD environment are transferred
to the structural environment whereas displacements are transferred from the
structural environment to the fluid environment [24].
Equations 2.25a and 2.25b form the generic coupled system with two environ-
ments, which is a decomposition of equation 2.24. The splitting of environ-
ments (partitioning), stems from different physics, separate spatial domains or
the need for numerical implementation [25]. The monolithic and staggered ap-
proaches are two methods in which a coupling can be formed in a multi-physics
problem [21].
X = (XS,XF )
T (2.24)
X˙S = fS(XS,XF ) (2.25a)
X˙F = fF (XS,XF ) (2.25b)
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2.6.1 Monolithic approach
The monolithic approach relies on combining two or more systems of equa-
tions that are solved simultaneously. In the case of equations 2.25a and 2.25b,
the two systems of equations are combined into one large system of equations.
This large system of equations is then solved with a single solver. As a re-
sult, this approach is ideally suited when the characteristic behaviour of the
coupled environments share a similar nature. This approach also proves to
be computationally intensive as it requires a large system of equation to be
solved [23].
2.6.2 Staggered approach
The staggered approach solves each environment with independent solvers.
Equations 2.25a and 2.25b would therefore be solved individually, within their
respective environments, at every time-step. The output of each environment is
then shared, sequentially, as each environment is solved with synchronization
points to exchange information at the interface. This offers the ability to
optimise the solvers to suit their respective environments, unlike the monolithic
approach [21] [26].
An important concept in a multi-physics problem is strong coupling. This
coupling requires that solutions of both environments achieve convergence at
each time-step. The monolithic approach is intrinsically strongly coupled, as a
result of forming one large system of equations. The staggered approach lags
between solutions, stemming from the fact that each environment is sequen-
tially solved before the next. Advancing a coupled system once per time-step
(loosely-coupled staggered approach) will not guarantee convergence. A strong
coupling (strongly-coupled staggered approach) requires several computations
of each environment per time-step. These sub-iterations are referred to as
stagger-iterations in this project. The additional computations per time-step
leads to an increase in computational effort but is a necessity to increase sta-
bility of the coupled algorithm [25]. Equations 2.26a and 2.26b describe the
staggered coupled algorithm. Parameters N and j denote the time-step and
stagger-iteration respectively. A strongly-coupled staggered algorithm can be
achieved if sufficient stagger-iterations are performed and equation 2.27 is re-
solved. It must be noted that if zero stagger-iterations are performed (j = 0)
then the equations revert to a loosely-coupled staggered approach.
XN,jS = fS(X
N,j
S ,X
N−1
S ,X
N,j−1
F ) (2.26a)
XN,jF = fF (X
N,j
F ,X
N−1
F ,X
N,j
S ) (2.26b)
(XN,jS ,X
N,j
F )
T = (XN,j−1S ,X
N,j−1
F )
T = (XNS ,X
N
F )
T (2.27)
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The staggered approach was selected to perform the FSI analysis since ANSYS
provides ANSYS Mechanical APDL and ANSYS FLUENT as the solvers for
the structural and fluid environments respectively. A staggered coupled system
could therefore be established using the ANSYS Multi-field solver (ANSYS
MFX) [27]. It was assumed that a strong coupling would be achieved with
enough stagger-iterations performed per time-step. Figure 2.9 illustrates the
FSI process, using staggered coupling. Both FE and CFD models are initialised
before the first time-step is executed. Forces are transferred to the structural
environment before solving the FE model. The resultant displacements are
then transferred to the fluid environment. If no remeshing of the CFD model
is required, the CFD model is solved before reaching the end of the time-step,
provided the maximum stagger-iterations have been performed or convergence
of both environments has been achieved.
Initialize model
N = Nend
j = 0
Transfer forces to
structural
environment
N = N + dt
Solve FE model
j = j + 1
Update CFD model
Solve CFD model
j = jmax
or convergence
Remeshing
required?
Transfer
displacements to
fluid environment
End simulation
yes no
yes
no
yes
no
Figure 2.9: Staggered FSI coupling flowchart [7]
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2.7 Control system
Control is undertaken to obtain a desired behaviour of a system. Control
theory may be applied to a system to force the system to follow a desired
input signal. This control can be applied as an open- or a closed-loop process.
Open-loop control systems are typically less expensive and simpler, compared
to their closed-loop counterparts, but are limited to systems which have well-
established characteristics and are not prone to disturbances. As a result,
closed-loop control systems are commonly used in practice. Typically, the pri-
mary goal is to produce an output that follows an input or reference as closely
as possible [8]. Figure 2.10 depicts the block diagram of a closed-loop control
system. Where the measured error is the difference between the measured
output and the reference. This measured error is used by the controller to
attenuate the system input to the system.
Figure 2.10: Closed-loop feed-back control system [8]
2.7.1 SISO and MIMO systems
A dynamic system interacts with its surroundings by means of input and out-
put variables. Input variables are not directly dependent on what occurs in
the system and originate outside the system. The output variables are chosen
from a set of variables generated by the system. The objective(s) of the sys-
tem analysis generally dictates the choice of the output variables. Figure 2.11
depicts a single input single output (SISO) system. The relationship between
the input and output signals can be represented by an nth-order differential
equation, where m ≤ n (see equation 2.28) [8].
System
u y
Figure 2.11: SISO system [8]
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g
(
y,
dy
dt
, ...,
dny
dtn
, u,
du
dt
, ...,
dmy
dtm
, t
)
= 0 (2.28)
In the case of a stationary linear model, the function g is a sum of terms
that are linear with respect to the arguments of g. A multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) system is encountered when more than a single output vari-
able is of interest. Figure 2.12 depicts a MIMO system with l inputs and p
outputs Kulakowski et al..
System
u1 y1
u2 y2
ul yp
Figure 2.12: MIMO system [8]
Similar to the SISO system, a linear system can be represented by:
g1
(
y
(n)
1 , ..., y˙1, y1, u
(m)
1 , ..., u˙1, u1, u
(m)
2 , ..., u˙2, u2, ..., u
(m)
l , ..., u˙l, ul, t
)
= 0
g2
(
y
(n)
2 , ..., y˙2, y2, u
(m)
1 , ..., u˙1, u1, u
(m)
2 , ..., u˙2, u2, ..., u
(m)
l , ..., u˙l, ul, t
)
= 0
...
...
gp
(
y(n)p , ..., y˙p, yp, u
(m)
1 , ..., u˙1, u1, u
(m)
2 , ..., u˙2, u2, ..., u
(m)
l , ..., u˙l, ul, t
)
= 0
(2.29)
where m ≤ n
2.7.2 PID control design
The PID controller is expressed by equation 2.30. KP , KI and KD represents
the proportional, integral and derivative terms respectively. The difference
between the output of the system and the reference is the measured error (e(t))
which is used by the controller to yield the input signal (u(t)). The KP , KI
and KD parameters are adjusted to generate desired closed-loop dynamics.
These type of controllers are widely used in industry, are well established and
are suited to SISO systems. However; PID controllers are of limited use when
considering intricate designs such as MIMO systems [9].
u(t) = KP e(t) +KI
∫
e(t)dt+KD
d
dt
e(t) (2.30)
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2.7.3 State-space control design
State-space control design is a technique in which the control engineer is able
to design a dynamic compensation by working directly with the state-variable
description of the system. One way of representing a physical system is by
using linear state-space models, expressed by equations 2.31a - 2.31b. Where
x represents the state vector, F the system matrix, G the input matrix, u the
input-signal vector, H the output matrix, E the direct transmission term and
y the output-signal [9].
x˙ = Fx + Gu (2.31a)
y = Hx + Eu (2.31b)
In most instances, the state variables of a system are not known or are not
measurable by the control designer. A means of estimating the state variables
is to construct the full-order model of the plant dynamics, shown in equa-
tion 2.32, where x˜ is the state-estimate of the system. Figure 2.13 illustrates
how a state-estimate and control law are used in compensating a system. The
state-estimate is computed before the controller gain (K) compensates the
input-signal (u) to the system (using equation 2.33) [9].
System−KGain
State
estimator
x˜
u Y
R
Figure 2.13: Control law with a state-estimator [9]
˙˜x = Fx˜ + Gu (2.32)
u = -KGainx˜ (2.33)
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Chapter 3
Classical flutter analysis
The following section describes the classical flutter analysis that was performed
on the selected wing model. The mathematical formulation is established using
a 2-DOF cantilever beam model. This idealised model neglects the presence
of control surfaces. Strip theory assumes quasi-steady aerodynamics to estab-
lish the aerodynamic matrix before the critical flutter speed is determined by
solving the eigenvalues.
Assuming w and θ to be the deviations from the equilibrium state, the equa-
tions of motion are defined as [28]:
∂2
∂x2
(
EI
∂2w
∂x2
)
+m
∂2w
∂t2
+myθ
∂2θ
∂t2
+ L = 0 (3.1)
− ∂
∂x
(
GJ
∂θ
∂x
)
+ Iθ
∂2θ
∂t2
+myθ
∂2w
∂t2
+M = 0 (3.2)
Where EI and GJ represent the bending and torsional rigidity of the wing
and m and Iθ are the mass and mass moment of inertia (per unit length) about
the elastic axis. The bending and torsional normal modes are expressed using
Galerkin’s method shown by [29]:
W =
n∑
j=1
ajφj Θ =
n+m∑
j=n+1
ajφj
where φj are the modal functions. The j
th bending mode for the beam model
is expressed by:
φj = (cosh anx− cos anx)− σn(sinh anx− sin anx) (3.3)
with boundary conditions:
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φj(x = 0) = 0 φ
′
j(x = 0) = 0 (j = 1, 2...n)
σn =
(cosh anL− cos anL)
(sinh anL− sin anL) (3.4)
an is computed to satisfy the following equation:
cosh(anL).cosh(anL) + 1 = 0 (3.5)
Similarly, the jth torsional mode is expressed by:
φj = sin
(
2k − 1
2L
pix
)
(3.6)
with boundary conditions:
φj(x = 0) = 0 φ
′
j(x = L) = 0 (j = n+ 1, n+ 2...n+m)
The complete eigenvalue problem is represented by [28]:
[K + v2H + λvL + λ2M]a = 0 (3.7)
The eigenvalue, λ, is a function of the air speed v. When v is not zero, λ is
complex and assumes the form:
λ = α + iω (3.8)
For small values of v, α is negative and hence the system’s motion is damped
since the wing loses energy to the surrounding air. As v increases, α increases
until it reaches a positive value and the system becomes unstable.
The mass and stiffness matrices are defined as follows:
kij =
∫ L
0
EIφ′′i φ
′′
jdx (i, j = 1, 2...n)
kij = 0 (i 6= j)
kij =
∫ L
0
GJφ′iφ
′
jdx (i, j = n+ 1, n+ 2...n+m) (3.9)
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mij = mji =
∫ L
0
mφiφjdx (i, j = 1, 2...n)
mij = mji =
∫ L
0
myθφiφjdx (i = 1, 2...n; j = n+ 1, n+ 2n, ..., n+m)
mij = mji =
∫ L
0
Iθφiφjdx (i, j = n+ 1, n+ 2...n+m) (3.10)
enforcing the orthogonality condition:
mij = 0 (i 6= j)
the aerodynamic matrix is defined as:
hij = 0 (i, j = 1, 2...n)
hij = hji =
ρF
2
dCL
dθ
∫ L
0
cφiφjdx (i = 1, 2...n; j = n+ 1, n+ 2n, ..., n+m)
hij = 0 (i = n+ 1, n+ 2...n+m; j = 1, 2, ..., n)
hij = −ρF
2
dCL
dθ
∫ L
0
c2
(
yo
c
− 1
4
)
φiφjdx (i, j = n+ 1, n+ 2...n+m) (3.11)
where yo is the pitching axis and was assumed to be half the chord length.
lij =
ρF
2
dCL
dθ
∫ L
0
cφiφjdx (i, j = 1, 2...n)
lij =
ρF
2
dCL
dθ
∫ L
0
c2
(
3
4
− yo
c
)
φiφjdx (i = 1, 2...n; j = n+ 1, n+ 2n, ..., n+m)
lij = −ρF
2
dCL
dθ
∫ L
0
c2
(
yo
c
− 1
4
)
φiφjdx (i = n+ 1, n+ 2...n+m; j = 1, 2, ..., n)
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lij =
ρF
2
∫ L
0
c3
[
pi
8
−
(
yo
c
− 1
4
)(
3
4
− yo
c
)
dCL
dθ
]
φiφjdx
(i, j = n+ 1, n+ 2, ..., n+m) (3.12)
equation 3.7 is reformulated to reduce the problem to:
K*a∗ = λM*a∗ (3.13)
where:
K* =
[
0 1
−(K + v2H) −vL
]
M* =
[
1 0
0 M
]
Table 3.1 lists the parameters used to establish the beam model. Assuming a
2-DOF system (m=1, n=1), the matrices that follow are obtained using the
aforementioned method.
Table 3.1: Cantiliever beam specifications
Property
L [mm] 700
c [mm] 70
t [mm] 8.4
E [GPa] 1
G [GPa] 25.9
m [kg/m] 1.6288
ρs [kg/m
3] 2770
M =
[
0.9613 0
0 0.0002
]
K =
[
110.7340 0
0 24.3513
]
H =
[
0 0.1181
0 −0.0017
]
L =
[
0.1590 0.0021
−0.0021 0.000016
]
The natural frequencies could be generated using the classical analysis by
solving the eigenvalue problem shown in equation 3.14.
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Ka = −λ2Ma (3.14)
Table 3.2 lists the natural frequency of the bending and torsional mode.
Table 3.2: Natural frequencies of the cantilever beam model
Mode Frequency [Hz]
Bending mode 1.7081
Torsional mode 51.1101
The eigenvalue problem of equation 3.13 is then solved for a variety of air
velocities to determine the critical flutter speed. Figure 3.1 plots the values
of the real part of the eigenvalues as the air velocity is increased. Figure 3.2
plots the imaginary values of the eigenvalue which represent the frequency plot.
The flutter speed for the model was encountered at 68 m/s as it is the first
instance when α reaches a value greater than zero. This bending mode was
also observed to flutter at a low frequency compared to the torsional mode, as
shown in figure 3.2.
Figure 3.1: Damping plot
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Figure 3.2: Frequency plot
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Chapter 4
Structural environment
The following chapter elaborates on the structural environment. The wing’s
geometry and material are discussed before detailing the manner in which the
CAD models were created. The connection used to secure the ailerons to
the wing is discussed before detailing the process in which the FE model was
discretized. The modal analysis used to determine the wing’s natural modes
and corresponding frequencies is then documented. The base excitation used
to excite the first natural mode is elaborated on and lastly, the surfaces which
formed part of the FSI interface are discussed.
4.1 Geometry and CAD model
The geometry was selected to be suitable for the creation of a high-aspect-ratio
wing. The NACA 0012 aerofoil was chosen for its simplistic profile and the
availability of additional test data over a wide range of test conditions, which
offers a means of validating the model [30]. In addition to yielding a high-
aspect-ratio wing, the wing’s dimensions were chosen such that it would be
possible to conduct testing in a wind tunnel. In order to yield a high-aspect-
ratio wing, the wing’s chord and span were chosen as 70 mm and 1400 mm
respectively, to generate an aspect ratio of 20 (see table 4.1). Figure 4.1 depicts
the aerofoil generated from 102 data points.
Figure 4.1: NACA 0012 aerofoil
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Table 4.1: Wing geometry
Property
Chord [mm] 70
Wing span [mm] 1400
Material Aluminium Alloy
An aluminium alloy was chosen as the material for the wing and control sur-
faces. The wing and control surfaces were created as solid bodies, meaning
structural components such as spars, ribs and internal braces were neglected.
Although this is not representative of an actual wing, it simplifies the problem
but remains sufficient for the scope of the project. The resulting structure was
however too rigid. Appendix A.2 details the procedure in which the structure’s
bending stiffness was decreased. The area, centroid axis and area moment of
inertia of the NACA 0012 aerofoil were computed before the bending stiffness
of the wing was determined. The bending stiffness, using the default proper-
ties of the aluminium alloy, exhibited a large value compared to those found
in other studies. The Young’s modulus was therefore decreased to yield a less
rigid structure. The material properties of the aluminium alloy are shown in
table 4.2 where the Young’s modulus was decreased from 10 GPa to 1 GPa.
These material properties were used in the final FSI model for both the wing
and ailerons.
Table 4.2: Structure material properties
Property
Young’s modulus [GPa] 1
Modulus of Rigidity [GPa] 25.9
Density [kg/m3] 2770
Poisson’s ratio 0.33
The flutter-suppression control system made use of the standard control sur-
faces on the wing, as stated in section 1.2. Section 2.2 conducted a study of the
control surfaces that may be present on a wing. Control surfaces have previ-
ously been used in mathematical studies, in which aeroelastic vibrations were
successfully suppressed [31] [32]. Ailerons possess a rotational DOF capable of
rotating about an axis, parallel to the span of the wing, in both clockwise and
anti-clockwise directions. Although the design of an aircraft may vary from
one to another, ailerons were ultimately chosen as the control surfaces to be
used in the control system. Ailerons are typically found on the outboard of
the wing. A total of 6 ailerons were used in the FSI model.
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CAD models of the wing and ailerons were created using Autodesk Inventor.
The wing and ailerons are shown in figures 4.2a and 4.2b respectively. The
areas devoid of material on the wing were used to accommodate the 6 ailerons.
All the ailerons were identical in geometry and were placed along the span of
the trailing edge. Dimensions of both the wing and ailerons are presented in
Appendix A.1.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: CAD models of the (a) wing and (b) ailerons
The assembled wing is shown in figure 4.3. Modelling a direct connection
between the wing and aileron would compromise the mesh as it would require
protrusions and cavities to form the connection. A remote connection was
therefore used to locate each aileron to the wing, in order to retain a desirable
mesh. These remote connections restrained all the ailerons’ DOF except for its
rotational DOF which permitted the ailerons to rotate about the axis parallel
to the span of the wing.
Figure 4.3: Fully assembled wing
Each aileron was identified with a name which would allow the control system
to select the ailerons based on these names. Figure 4.4 identifies each aileron on
the wing, starting with Aileron1 (located furthest to the outboard) to Aileron6
(located closest to the base of the wing).
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These names are consistent with those used in the control system documented
in Appendix C (further explained in section 6). Permitting the control system
to access the ailerons, via their respective names, allowed the control system
to manipulate the ailerons’ rotational DOF.
Figure 4.4: Identification of the ailerons
The revolute connection, provided in ANSYS, was used to connect each aileron
to the wing. These remote connections are shown in figure 4.5. Each aileron
required two revolute connections to locate its sides to the wing’s adjacent
surfaces. Figure 4.5 illustrates how two revolute connections, A and B, were
applied to the sides of Aileron1 to link them against the adjacent sides of the
wing. A local coordinate system is defined against the edge of the aileron
to allow the desired rotational DOF, about the z-axis. As mentioned previ-
ously in section 2.3, control surfaces could contribute to the flutter mechanism.
Since the aim of this project was to suppress vibration with the use of the con-
trol surfaces, it was assumed that ailerons did not contribute to the flutter
mechanism. This was achieved by not assigning a rotational stiffness for the
wing-aileron connection and fixing the rotational DOF once the aileron’s rota-
tion was altered. This implies that the aileron was fully fixed once the control
system altered its DOF.
Figure 4.5: Revolute connection
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4.2 FE model
ANSYS provides solid shell elements (SOLSH190) which are applicable for
structures with a thin to moderate thickness [33]. Therefore, discretization of
the wing and ailerons made use of these elements. Meshing of the structure
required two parallel faces which, in turn, required the chord to be trimmed
by 1% (0.5% at both the leading and trailing edge [7]). Brandsen (2013)
documented the use of solid shell elements, where compressor blades were dis-
cretized in a similar manner, which yielded promising results. Figures 4.6 and 4.7
depicts the meshed wing and ailerons using the SOLSH190 elements.
Figure 4.6: FE model of the wing
Figure 4.7: FE model of the ailerons
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Mesh refinement was performed on the FE model to achieve mesh indepen-
dence. Table 4.3 lists the details of the coarse, medium and fine meshes used
in the FE refinement process.
Table 4.3: Mesh refinement of the FE model
Mesh Elements Nodes
Coarse 1,350 3,240
Medium 5,418 11,858
Fine 12,228 25,974
The following documents the refinement process of the FE model, where the
3 meshes of varying densities were used. The wing tip displacement, using the
fine, medium and coarse meshes, are illustrated in figure 4.8. All 3 simula-
tions used a base excitation with an amplitude of 0.001 mm (as described in
section 4.4).
Figure 4.8: FE mesh refinement
Figure 4.9 is an enlarged view of figure 4.8, between 8 s and 10 s. The curve of
the coarse mesh was observed to slightly lag behind the curves of the medium
and fine meshes. Also, the amplitude of the curve generated from the coarse
mesh was observed to be slightly smaller compared to those generated from
the medium and fine meshes.
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Figure 4.9: Enlarged view of the FE mesh refinement
This refinement process revealed that the curves generated from using the
3 meshes were almost coincident and therefore, all 3 meshes were declared
mesh independent. However, the fine mesh was used in the FSI model as the
computational effort for the FE model was negligible, compared to that of the
CFD model.
In addition, ANSYS Inc (2005) states that the data transfer algorithms use
a combination of mapping/interpolation algorithms for a multi-physics sim-
ulation. The precision of data transferred to the target of the interface is
restricted by the least refined part of the interface. Selecting the fine mesh
would therefore also provide better data transfer between the structural and
fluid environments.
4.3 Modal analysis
A modal analysis was performed to determine the structure’s natural modes
and their corresponding frequencies. The following documents the modal anal-
ysis of the fine mesh. As stated previously, the ailerons were constrained in a
manner to ensure that their own natural modes did not contribute to the anal-
ysis. Therefore, the modal analysis computes the natural modes of the wing,
without the influence of the ailerons’ DOF. However, the mass of the ailerons
are still taken into account and subsequently influenced the mass matrix of
the entire strucutre. The first 5 natural modes were computed.
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Table 4.4 lists the natural frequencies of the wing and their corresponding
dominant modes.
Table 4.4: Results of the structure’s modal analysis
Frequency [Hz] Dominant mode
First 1.4091 Bending
Second 8.7856 Bending
Third 11.273 In-plane
Fourth 24.483 Bending
Fifth 32.739 Torsional
Figure 4.10 depicts the first natural mode where bending is dominant. Fig-
ures 4.11a - 4.11d depict the next four natural modes as listed in table 4.4.
Huang et al. (2012) states that in-plane natural modes contribute much less
to flutter. The in-plane mode at the third natural frequency was therefore
neglected. The bending modes are the most common mode shapes amongst
the 5 generated. This could be attributed to the geometry of the high-aspect-
ratio wing. Huang et al. (2012) also documented the natural frequencies of a
low-aspect ratio wing where the first and second frequencies were a bending
and torsional mode, respectively. In addition, the increase between the two
frequencies was not as large as was observed in the modal analysis for this
project. Since the motion of a strucutre may be thought of as the superpo-
sition of its natural modes, the dominant mode expected would be a bending
mode.
Figure 4.10: First natural mode of the structure
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(a) Second natural mode (b) Third natural mode
(c) Fourth natural mode
(d) Fifth natural mode
Figure 4.11: Subsequent natural modes of the structure
Modal analysis of the coarse, medium and fine meshes were performed to
ensure the natural frequencies and their corresponding natural modes were
independent of the mesh. The results of the modal analysis indicated that the
natural frequencies amongst the 3 meshes were almost identical (see table 4.5).
The largest difference observed was between the fine and coarse meshes with a
difference of 0.44%, at the first natural frequency. This difference was deemed
negligible. The natural modes generated amongst the 3 meshes were also
identical which led to the conclusion that the natural modes and corresponding
frequencies were all declared mesh independent.
Table 4.5: Modal analysis of the fine, medium and coarse meshes
Fine [Hz] Medium [Hz] Coarse [Hz]
Mode 1 1.4091 1.4082 1.4028
Mode 2 8.7856 8.7802 8.7438
Mode 3 11.273 11.267 11.232
Mode 4 24.483 24.469 24.369
Mode 5 32.739 32.747 32.608
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4.4 Base excitation
Equation 4.1 accounts for a harmonic base excitation, as defined by Inman (2014).
Y represents the amplitude of the base motion, f the frequency of the base
oscillation and the t the time. A base excitation was used to excite vibration
of the first bending mode at its excitation frequency.
yo(t) = Y sin(2pift) (4.1)
ANSYS uses the Rayleigh damping model to compute the damping matrix.
This viscous model, documented in section 2.4, is expressed by equation 2.11.
Cook et al. (2007) states that structural damping is typically small and in the
order of ξ < 0.15. The α and β parameters were solved using equation 2.12.
Setting β = 0, ξ = 0.01 and using the results of the modal analysis of the first
natural frequency, yielded α = 0.175929. The damped natural frequency could
therefore be determined, using equation 2.13 , as fd = 1.409 Hz. Substituting
a desired amplitude and the damped natural frequency yielded equation 4.2,
which accounts for the base excitation used for the wing. The values for α
and β were used in the Rayleigh damping model in the structural environment
and the damped natural frequency was used in the base excitation equation.
The process of determining the damped natural frequency was a formality as
it was expected that the damping of the FSI model would be dominated by
the aerodynamic damping, not the structure’s damping. The base excitation
is shown in figure 4.12. This translational base excitation was applied to the
base of the wing.
yo(t) = 0.001 sin(2pi(1.409)t) (4.2)
Figure 4.12: The translational base excitation applied at the base of the wing
4.5 FE FSI interface
Section 2.6 stated that a FSI interface was required between the structural and
fluid environments, for the exchange of data. The FSI interface was defined on
the wing and aileron surfaces, shown in figure 4.13. All the exterior surfaces
were defined as part of the FSI interface as the wing was completely submerged
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in the fluid. The adjacent areas between the ailerons and the wing were not
defined as part of the interface as fluid was not present in these areas. The
forces generated in the CFD solver are transferred to the FSI interface. In
turn, the displacements calculated by the FE solver are transferred to the FSI
interface defined in the CFD model (see section 5.7).
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.13: FSI interface defined on the (a) wing and the (b) ailerons surfaces
in the FE model
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Chapter 5
Fluid environment
The following chapter describes the construction of the fluid environment. The
choice and reasoning for the fluid domain geometry are discussed, followed by
the CFD discretization process. The mesh, boundary conditions, fluid prop-
erties, choice of turbulence model, dynamic mesh settings and wall functions
are then discussed. The chapter concludes by illustrating what surfaces were
defined as part of the CFD FSI interface.
5.1 Geometry and CAD model
The geometry of the fluid domain used dimensions 10× 6 chord lengths. Fig-
ure 5.1 illustrates the fluid domain which made use of the aforementioned
dimensions where 6 chords lengths (denoted by c) are used from the leading
edge of the wing and 10 chord lengths are used from the trailing edge of the
wing. This geometry was used as Mohammadi and Johari (2010) stated that
a domain of 7 × 4 was not adequate for modelling a wing. The fluid domain
spans 1000 mm, allowing 300 mm to account for the free-end since the wing
spans 700 mm
6c
6c 10c
Figure 5.1: Fluid domain geometry
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The CAD model for the fluid domain was generated using AutoDesk Inven-
tor. Figure 5.2 depicts the 3-dimensional model of the meshed fluid domain.
The fluid domain was partitioned to allow better control with regards to the
generation of the mesh. Specifically to apply biasing on the edges of the mesh
and to enforce a structured mesh in certain sections of the CFD model.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: CAD model
5.2 CFD model
Biasing of the fluid domain is shown in figures 5.3a and 5.3b. The edges
labelled A-G were assigned a bias rate and sized according to a number of
elements. Table 5.1 lists the number of elements and bias rate used on each
edge in the fluid domain.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.3: Biasing of the fluid domain
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Table 5.1: Edge sizing and bias rate
Edge Number of edges Number of elements Smooth transition
A 2 60 1.05
B 4 30 1.15
C 8 40 1.1
D 10 125 -
E 4 50 1.12
F 2 80 1.05
G 4 50 1.1
The front view of the meshed fluid domain is shown in figure 5.4a. The afore-
mentioned biasing of the fluid domain is evident as the resolution of the mesh
is greater at the boundary for the wing. The greater mesh density was used
to account for the boundary layer effect adjacent to the wing’s surface. Fig-
ure 5.4b depicts the enlarged front view of the mesh.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.4: Front view of the meshed fluid domain
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Partitioning of the fluid domain allowed partial sections to make use of a struc-
tured mesh, while other sections made use of an unstructured mesh. Figure 5.5
depicts a sectioned view of the CFD model, illustrating the sections which used
a structured mesh and the sections which used an unstructured mesh. The sec-
tions, in which the wing was located, consisted entirely of hexahedral elements.
The adjacent section, downstream, also consisted of hexahedral elements. The
domains which models the free-stream sections consists of tetrahedral elements.
Figure 5.5: Sectioned view of the CFD model
Similarly to the FE model, a mesh refinement process was followed for the
CFD model. Once again, a coarse, medium and fine mesh were used in the
process of proving mesh independence. Table 5.2 lists the details of the coarse,
medium and fine meshes. Mesh independence was critiqued using the wing’s
tip displacement.
Table 5.2: Mesh refinement of the CFD model
Mesh Elements Faces Nodes
Coarse 510,515 1,313,275 329,808
Medium 1,452,584 2,872,865 652,801
Fine 1,889,854 3,842,255 1,221,365
Figure 5.6 depicts the curves generated of the wing’s tip displacement, using
the fine, medium and coarse meshes. The curve of the coarse mesh was ob-
served to deviate from the curves generated from the fine and medium meshes.
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The wing tip displacement was expected to oscillate about the resting posi-
tion, unlike the coarse mesh. Therefore, the coarse mesh was not deemed
mesh independent. An enlarged view is shown in figure 5.7. The results from
the medium and fine meshes were nearly coincident, however, the fine mesh
was selected as this mesh satisfied the criteria for the wall functions, stated in
section 5.6.
Figure 5.6: CFD mesh refinement
Figure 5.7: Enlarged view of the CFD mesh refinement
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5.3 Fluid properties
The properties of the fluid are listed in table 5.3. In order to determine whether
a turbulence model was required, the type of flow regime was determined by
computing the Reynolds number.
Table 5.3: Fluid properties
Named surface Boundary type
Speed [m/s] 50
Density [kg/m3] 1.225
Dynamic viscosity [kg/(m· s)] 1.7×10−5
The Reynolds number was determined using equation 5.1 where the chord
length of the wing, was used and the aforementioned air properties in table 5.3
were used for the fluid properties. Kays et al. (2005) states that transition to
a turbulent type of boundary layer, over a flat plate, tends to occur when
the Reynolds number is in the order of 300, 000− 500, 000. Laminar flow was
therefore not expected, which implied a turbulence model was required for the
FSI simulation. Although a flat plate does not truly represent an aerofoil, this
assumption was deemed conservative as the cavities used to accommodate the
control surfaces would induce turbulent flow.
Re =
ρ v c
µ
=
(1.225) (50) (0.07)
1.7× 10−5 = 2.5× 10
5 (5.1)
5.4 Turbulence model
Section 2.5 elaborated on some of the different RANS based turbulence models
used in practice. Ultimately, the SST k−ω turbulence model was selected for
the CFD model. The SST k − ω is a variation of the k − ω turbulence model
which was developed by Menter (1994) in an effort to blend the robustness and
accuracy of k − ω model, at the near-wall region, and the k −  model which
offers the free-stream independence in the far field. This is achieved using a
blending function where the turbulence model alternates between the k − ω
model for near-wall regions and the k− model in the far field. The SST k−ω
turbulence model is thus more accurate and reliable for a wider range of fluid
flow [38]. In addition, Eleni et al. (2012) concluded that the SST k−ω model
was an appropriate turbulence model when modelling a NACA 0012 aerofoil.
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5.5 Boundary conditions and dynamic mesh
settings
The following section details the boundary conditions and dynamic mesh set-
tings used in the CFD model. Figure 5.8 depicts the CFD model with its Inlet,
Outlet, FSI, Wall and Basewall boundaries. The FSI boundary (which also
functioned as the FSI interface) is concealed within the model. Figures E.1
and E.2 in Appendix E show comprehensive views of the CFD boundaries.
Table 5.4 lists the boundaries of the CFD model, with their corresponding
boundary type and dynamic mesh type (if applicable).
Figure 5.8: CFD boundaries
Table 5.4: Boundary type and dynamic mesh settings
Boundary Boundary type Dynamic mesh type
FSI Wall System coupling
Inlet Velocity inlet -
Outlet Pressure outlet -
Basewall Symmetry Deforming
Wall Wall -
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The Inlet boundary was used to define the velocity and scalar properties of the
fluid. ANSYS Inc (2009) recommends using this boundary for incompressible
flows as compressible flows will generate non-physical results. The inlet air
velocity was defined to be parallel to the x-axis and therefore the y- and
z- velocity components were defined with zero values. The air velocity was
ramped up during the simulation. This yielded a system which was much
more stable as the convergence of the solution and remeshing of the dynamic
mesh benefited from a gradual increase in air velocity. Figure 5.9 depicts
the function used in the ramping of the air velocity. The simulation began
with a zero velocity before it increased, linearly, to reach a maximum desired
air velocity of 50 m/s at a time of 1 min. This maximum velocity was then
sustained throughout the rest of the simulation. The Outlet boundary was
defined as a pressure outlet where the static pressure was assigned a value of
zero. The FSI boundary was defined as a wall and system coupling boundary to
allow it to form part of the FSI interface. The Basewall boundary was defined
as a symmetry and deforming boundary since the mesh of this boundary was
expected to deform because of the base excitation. Lastly, the remaining
boundary was the Wall boundary which was defined as zero slip walls.
Figure 5.9: Ramping of the air velocity
Subsequent deformation of the CFD model’s mesh, stemming from the struc-
ture’s displacement, was accounted for by using a dynamic mesh. The smooth-
ing and local remeshing methods were used to update the deforming fluid do-
main. The local remeshing method was used to remesh locally at deformed
boundaries. If the moving boundaries’ displacements were large, compared to
the elements’ local cell sizes, elements become too distorted and negative cell
volumes could be encountered. To avoid this, ANSYS FLUENT agglomer-
ates elements that fail to meet the skewness or size criteria. The CFD mesh
proceeds to remesh the collected elements until it meets the threshold for the
desired criteria [22].
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5.5.1 Spring-based remeshing
The spring-based remeshing scheme assumes a network of interconnected springs
between any two mesh nodes. Displacement of the nodes induces a force pro-
portional to the displacement. This force can be represented by Hook’s Law,
shown by equation 5.2 [22].
−→
F i =
ni∑
k
sik(∆
−→x k −∆ −→x i) (5.2)
where ni represents the number of neighbouring nodes linked to node i, sij rep-
resents the stiffness constant, ∆ −→x i and ∆ −→x k represents the displacements at
node i and its neighbouring node k. This remeshing scheme is typically used on
fluid zones where the mesh is composed of triangular or tetrahedral elements.
For instances when non-tetrahedral zones are used, this remeshing scheme is
only recommended when the moving boundary’s motion is predominantly in
one direction and if the motion is normal to the boundary itself. Not com-
plying with the aforementioned conditions may result in elements with high
skewness [22]. Using this remeshing scheme for the FSI simulation resulted
in generating negative cell volumes which could be attributed to the use of
hexahedral elements in the CFD model. In addition, the mesh deformation
was also not in one direction since the wing tip displacement was observed to
oscillate about the resting position. The spring-based remeshing scheme was
therefore replaced with the diffusion-based remeshing scheme.
5.5.2 Diffusion-based remeshing
The diffusion equation governs the diffusion-based remeshing scheme, expressed
by equation 5.3.
∇· (Γ∇−→x ) = 0 (5.3)
where mesh displacement is represented by −→x . This remeshing scheme proves
to be more computational intensive however, it tends to generate better qual-
ity meshes (particularly for non-tetrahedral elements) than its counterpart
and often allows larger boundary deformations. This remeshing scheme is also
available for all element types [22]. Use of this scheme proved more robust than
the spring-based remeshing scheme as negative cell volumes were not gener-
ated for identical mesh deformation. The diffusion-based remeshing scheme
was therefore used for this project where the diffusion function was based on
boundary-distance. The diffusion parameter was set to a value of 0.5 to allow
remeshing to occur away from the moving boundary to maintain the mesh
structure near the wing.
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This remeshing method was based on the elements’ minimum length scale,
maximum length scale, maximum cell skewness and maximum face skewness
in which marking of the elements occurred at every 5 intervals. Table 5.5 lists
the parameters used in the smoothing and local remeshing methods.
Table 5.5: Dynamic mesh parameter settings
Parameter Value
Diffusion parameter 0.5
Minimum length scale [m] 0.001819
Maximum length scale [m] 0.097235
Maximum cell skewness 0.914051
Maximum face skewness 0.702082
Size Remeshing interval 5
5.6 Wall functions
The presence of wall boundaries in a CFD model significantly affects the tur-
bulent flow. Experiments have indicated that a multi-layered structure exists
in the near-wall turbulent boundary layer, shown by figure 5.10. This multi-
layered structure begins with a viscous sub-layer where the flow is almost
completely laminar which means the fluid velocity is linear with distance from
the wall. Next is the buffer region where the flow begins its transition to tur-
bulent. The effects of viscosity and turbulence are equally important in this
intermediate region. Lastly the turbulent core assumes the last regime of this
multilayer multi-layered structure [40].
Turbulent core
Buffer layer
Viscous sub-layer
y
v(y)
x
Figure 5.10: Multi-layered structure in the near-wall turbulent boundary layer
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A strong and intricate interaction exists between turbulence and the fluid’s
mean flow. As a result, the numerical results of a turbulent flow simulation
tend to be mesh dependent. Generating the mesh requires some consideration
as mesh refinement should occur at regions where the mean flow experiences
brisk changes and where the shear layers experience large strain rates. An
upper and lower limit for the acceptable distance between the near-wall ele-
ment’s centroid and the wall is enforced. This distance is implemented using
a dimensionless parameter, y+ [22]. FLUENT Inc (2006) does not recommend
having y+ values that will have the first element located in the buffer layer,
which occurs in the order of 5 < y+ < 30. In order to resolve the viscous
sub-layer, FLUENT Inc (2006) recommends using a y+ value in the order of
y+ = 1 to enforce enhanced wall treatment.
However, satisfying the criteria for enhanced wall treatment required exten-
sive mesh refinement which would increase computational effort. It is also
acceptable to enforce a standard wall function which entails using a y+ value
in the order of 30 < y+ < 500, where a value close to y+ ≈ 30 is most desir-
able [22] [6]. However, using y+ values of this order results in an automatic
wall treatment for the ω-equation in the SST k − ω turbulence model. This
treatment automatically switches from the viscous sub-layer formulation to
the wall function [40]. Nonetheless, this turbulence model was still deemed
sufficient for the scope of the project.
The contour plots of the y+ values used in the FSI model are shown in section B
in figure B.1 where a maximum value of 255.2 and minimum value of 34.8 was
observed on the wing.
5.7 CFD FSI interface
As performed in section 4.5 where a FSI interface was defined in the FE model,
the fluid environment required a surface which would form part of the other
half of the FSI interface. This surface was initially defined in table 5.4 where
the FSI boundary was defined as a system coupling boundary to form part
of the FSI interface, shown in figure 5.11. These surfaces are adjacent to the
FE FSI interface defined in section 4.5 and forms the other half of the FSI
interface.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.11: FSI boundary defined in the CFD model
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Chapter 6
Control system
6.1 Linear quadratic controller
Initially, a proportional control system was used as a preliminary controller.
This controller was elaborated on in section 2.7.2 however, the integral and
derivative terms were neglected which yields a simple proportional controller.
The framework used for the scripting was designed for this controller. A mod-
ern control law, in the form of a Linear Quadratic (LQ) controller, later re-
placed the proportional controller. The aforementioned framework was altered
to accommodate the LQ controller (see Appendix C). Although a SISO con-
trol law was also used for this controller, Franklin et al. (2010) states that
the state-variables method not only accounts for the input and output vari-
ables of the system but also the internal physical variables. The input variable
would therefore be considered in the synthesis of the LQ controller unlike the
proportional controller which might produce an input variable not obtainable
by the system. In addition, state-space controllers are able to study linear,
non-linear, time varying systems and are able to expand to a MIMO control
law.
A LQ controller was chosen due to its successful implementation in smart
structures [41] [42]. This type of controller requires the system to assume a
state-space form, shown in equations 6.1a and 6.1b (adapted from Franklin
et al. (2010)). These equations are modified from equations 2.31a and 2.31b
to remain consistent with the notation used in section 2.6. Therefore, xN and
uN denote the state-estimate and input-signal at the current time-step (N),
respectively. These explicit discrete time-invariant equations also differ from
the continuous time-invariant versions shown in section 2.7. The closed-loop
feedback system is shown in figure 6.1. For the purpose of the project, the
ailerons’ rotational DOF was used in regulating the wing tip displacement since
this approach has been performed, successfully, in previous studies [16] [43].
Each aileron were compensated with identical controller gains so they rotated
with the same magnitude.
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In accordance with figure 6.1, the wing’s tip displacement was used as the
output (y) whereas the ailerons’ DOF was used as the input-signal (u).
xN = FxN−1 + GuN−1 (6.1a)
yN = HxN−1 + JuN−1 (6.1b)
SystemKGain
State
estimator
x˜
u
y
Figure 6.1: LQ control system [9]
Using the theory for constructing a full-order model of the system, as men-
tioned in section 2.7, an estimator was used to determine the state-estimate.
This state-estimate was used in the feed-back of the control system to com-
pute the controller’s gain. Equation 6.2 was used in calculating the state-
estimate whereas the input-signal is determined using equation 6.3 (adapted
from Franklin et al. (2010)).
x˜N = Fx˜N−1 + GuN−1 + L(y −Hx˜N−1) (6.2)
uN = −KGain x˜N (6.3)
The LQ feed-back gain KGain is computed such that the infinite horizon cost
function is minimised. Equation 6.4 accounts for the infinite horizon cost
function [44] where Q and R represents the weighting parameters for x and
u, respectively.
J =
∞∑
N=0
(
(xN)
T
QxN + (uN)TRuN
)
(6.4)
In order to minimise the cost function, equation 6.5 was used to compute the
LQ feed-back gain. P is the solution of the discrete time algebraic Ricatti
equation (DARE) and expressed by equation 6.6 [45].
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KGain = (R + G
TPG)−1GTPF (6.5)
P = Q + FT (P−PG(R + GTPG)−1GTP)F (6.6)
6.2 State-space model
A simplified state-space model of the FSI system was constructed. This model
can be determined from a first principle model, FE analysis or via experimental
identification results. This project utilizes Matlab’s System Identification tool-
box, which entails estimating the state-space model of a system by supplying
the toolbox with the system’s input-data and corresponding output-data [45].
Assuming no particular knowledge of the internal structure of the system, a
linear state-space model is estimated.
To compute a state-space model of the FSI, a characteristic behaviour simula-
tion was performed in which the ailerons were forced to rotate with a desired
input-signal which resulted in a subsequent output displacement of the wing
tip. The wing tip displacement and ailerons’ DOF curves are shown in fig-
ure 6.2 at an air velocity of 50 m/s.
Figure 6.2: Characteristic behaviour simulation performed to generate input-
and output-data
The curves of figure 6.2 are then used in generating the state-space model.
The ailerons’ rotational DOF was used as the input-data whereas the wing tip
displacement was used as the output-data.
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The sets of data were imported into Matlab where a data object was created to
encapsulate the input- and output-data, using the iddata command. This data
object was transferred to the System identification toolbox before choosing an
order for the model. A second order model was used as this yielded a 98.09%
fit to the estimation compared to a first-order and third order model which
yielded a 94.56% and 90.44% fit to the estimation data, respectively.
F =
[−0.495388032094521 −0.245403183489207
0.029835235514845 0.977820603959600
]
G =
[−1.3251854992698e+ 03
2.587471279129196e+ 01
]
H =
[−0.001971625499639 −0.110022889683153]
Equation 6.6 was solved using the dare command in Matlab. Substitution of
P into equation 6.5 was performed to compute the LQ controller gain. Lastly,
The estimator gain (L) was computed using the kalman command.
KGain =
[
0.0003738 0.0001839
]
L =
[−225.9966
−14.6585
]
6.3 APDL scripting
ANSYS Parametric Design Language (APDL) is a scripting language that
allows the user to parameterize models and automate tasks in ANSYS. Using
commands, this scripting language allows the user to access the preprocessor
and post-processor phase of the simulation. Logging into the preprocessor
allows for the creation and/or altering of the FE model while logging into the
post-processor allows for the retrieval of results from the FE model [46]. APDL
scripting could therefore be used to embed the LQ controller within the FSI
model which altered the original process of the FSI, as stated in section 2.6.
Figure 6.3 shows the modified flow chart of the FSI process once the controller
was embedded.
This flow chart describes when the modified FSI process calculated a new state-
estimate and input-signal before updating the FE model. The FSI process
solves both the FE and CFD models however, once the simulation reached the
end of a time-step, a new state-estimate and input-signal were computed. The
simulation then entered the following time-step and updated the FE model by
compensating the ailerons’ rotational DOF with the controller’s input-signal.
The simulation follows the original logic of solving the FE and CFD models and
the process is repeated until the final time-step is reached and the simulation
ends.
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Initialize model
N = Nend
j = 0
Transfer forces to
strucutral
environment
N = N + dt
Solve FE model
j = j + 1
Update CFD model
Solve CFD model
j = jmax
or convergence
Remeshing
required?
Transfer
displacements to
fluid environment
End simulation
yes no
yes
no
yes
no
Calculate state-
estimate and
input signal
Update FE model
Figure 6.3: Modified FSI process with controller
Appendix C documents the APDL scripting used in the project. To better
explain the APDL scripting and its logic, table 6.1 lists the lines of coding
with their description (in accordance with Appendix C).
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Table 6.1: APDL scripting logic
Line(s) Description
8 The simulation enters the preprocessor
9-49 Define the state-space model used by the
controller
51-55 The input-signal used to compensate the
aileron’s rotational DOF is computed using
equation 6.3
62-72 The input signal for each aileron are defined
75-130 Update the FE model
79-85 Illustrates how Aileron1 was selected,
switched to its local co-ordinate system
and altered the rotational DOF with its
respective input-signal
127 Simulation exits the preprocessor. The sim-
ulation continues to solve the FE model and
CFD model for the current time-step
141 The simulation enters the post-processor
151-161 The state-estimate is computed using equa-
tion 6.2 and used in the following time-step
162-163 The input-signal is computed using equa-
tion 6.3 and used in the following time-step
185 The simulation enters the post-processor.
This process is repeated again in the fol-
lowing time-step by updating the FE model,
solving the FE and CFD models and calcu-
lating a new state-estimate and input-signal
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Chapter 7
FSI simulation
The following chapter documents the results of the FSI simulations. Initial
simulations were performed to determine whether aeroelastic instability was
encountered. The findings of the initial simulations are discussed before a
refined FSI model is presented. A sensitivity analysis of the FSI model, with
regards to the time-step used, was performed before performing the simulations
for the refined FSI model. The FSI model was then used in performing an open-
loop simulation before applying the LQ controller in the closed-loop simulation.
7.1 Initial FSI model
The following details the initial simulations performed using the fine mesh for
the FE and CFD models, as stated in sections 4.2 and 5.2 respectively. The ini-
tial simulations used the translational base excitation mentioned in section 4.
Figure 7.1 depicts the initial FSI simulations performed with varying speeds
used for the air velocity. Speeds of 50, 60 and 70 m/s were used in the 3
simulations. The curves generated indicate that the wing tip was observed to
exhibit a stable oscillation. In addition, an increase in speed yielded a smaller
wing tip displacement. This trend was evident in two instances. Firstly, the
progressive increase in velocity amongst the 3 simulations displayed a corre-
sponding smaller wing tip amplitude. Secondly, all 3 curves initially began
with a larger oscillation before subsiding to a stable oscillation. This could be
attributed to the velocity being ramped up to reach its maximum magnitude
after 1 s.
To illustrate the effect of ramping the air velocity more clearly, the simulations
of figure 7.1 were repeated. However, in this instance ramping of the velocity
was prolonged. In each simulation the air velocity began with a value of 0 m/s
and was increased to its maximum value at a time of 5 s. Figure 7.2 depicts
the curves generated when the ramping of the air velocity was prolonged.
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Figure 7.1: Wing tip displacement of the initial simulations
Figure 7.2: Prolonged ramping of the air velocity
The wing tip displacement was observed to decrease as the velocity of the air
increased. These curves indicate that the aerodynamic damping of the sys-
tem increased with an increase in air velocity and that the system became
progressively more stable as the wing tip oscillation was observed to decrease.
Aeroelastic instability was therefore not induced using this approach. Accord-
ing to theory, stated in section 1.1, disturbing the wing from its resting position
is necessary to excite aeroelastic instability. The disturbance from the base
excitation was therefore deemed inadequate to induce aeroelastic instability.
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The air velocity was further increased to 85 m/s. In this instance, the wing
tip was observed to follow an erratic vibration before generating negative cell
volumes in the CFD model. Figure 7.3 depicts the curve generated using a
velocity of 85 m/s. This figure indicates that aeroelastic instability was not
encountered at speeds of 50, 60 and 70 m/s. However, at 85 m/s the wing tip
was observed to experience erratic vibration before the simulation terminated
(this irregularity is further investigated in section 7.3).
Figure 7.3: Erratic wing tip vibration at 85 m/s
According to the definition of classical flutter, stated in section 2.3.1, the
flutter mechanism may involve the coupling of a bending and torsional mode.
It was therefore concluded that, for the structure used in this project, the
translational base excitation was not adequate in exciting flutter. The base
excitation was therefore modified to a rotational base excitation, shown in
figure 7.4 (using equation 7.1).
This modification would allow the structure to endure bending and torsion.
The simulation was then performed again using the rotational base excitation
at 50 m/s. Figure 7.5 depicts the wing tip displacement which was, in this
instance, observed to increase progressively throughout the span of the sim-
ulation. The magnitude of wing displacement was also observed to be much
larger compared to values from the previous simulations.
y(t) = 0.01 sin(2pi(1.409)t) (7.1)
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Figure 7.4: The rotational base excitation applied at the base of the wing
Figure 7.5 is an indication that aeroelastic instability was encountered as the
wing tip displacement was observed to grow without bound. A study into the
pressure distribution was performed to illustrate the rotational base excita-
tion’s ability to excite flutter.
Figure 7.5: Initial simulation using the rotational base excitation at 50 m/s
Figures 7.6a and 7.6b depict the pressure plots of the aerofoil, at the wing
tip, using the translational base excitation and the rotational base excitation
respectively. As expected, figure 7.6a indicated that the stagnation point was
located at the leading edge of the aerofoil. Symmetry of the pressure distri-
bution was also observed about the chord line of the aerofoil, parallel with
the x-axis. In the case of figure 7.6b, the stagnation point was observed to
shift slightly. Symmetry of pressure distribution was not observed. A shift in
stagnation point indicates that the effective angle of attack of the wing was
altered.
The translational base excitation was not adequate in disturbing the structure,
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whereas the rotational base was. Altering the wing’s effective angle of attack
subsequently allowed the structure to experience a torsional mode. Coupled
with the bending mode, this bending-torsional mode was required to induce
flutter.
(a)
(b)
Figure 7.6: Pressure distribution of the aerofoil at the wing tip using the
(a) translational and (b) rotational base excitation
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Despite using a rotational base excitation, the resulting dominant displacement
mode observed was the bending mode, shown in figures 7.7a and 7.7b. This
bending mode is identical to the first natural mode observed in the modal
analysis, performed in section 4.3.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.7: Dominant mode
7.2 Time-step sensitivity
Using the staggered-approach required the FE and CFD solvers to use the
same time-step value. This integration time-step influences the accuracy of
the transient dynamic solution. Using a time-step that is too large induces
errors that affect the response of the numerical model. Using too small a value
grossly increases the computational effort. This is due to the fact that the time-
step influences the total number of stagger-iterations performed in the entire
span of the simulation and the subsequent CFD sub-iterations performed per
stagger-iteration. ANSYS Inc (2012) recommends using a time-step which
satisfies equation 7.2. This constraint ensures that 20 sampling points are
taken per cyclic oscillation, to resolve the motion of the structure.
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The motion of the structure can be thought of as the superposition of its
natural modes. Therefore, the time-step size was chosen such that the highest
mode (which contributed to the structure’s response) could be resolved.
∆t <
1
20× f (7.2)
Using equation 7.2 to generate an initial value, a time-step of 0.0354 s was
used in the initial simulation. Negative cell-volumes were encountered using
this time-step. This error is an indication that the moving boundary in the
CFD model has deformed the CFD mesh to the extent that certain elements
have become highly distorted or twisted. One way of resolving this issue would
be to decrease the time-step to allow remeshing to occur at a more frequent
rate. A time-step sensitivity test was performed to determine when the time-
step was small enough to resolve the negative cell volumes.
Figure 7.8 depicts the curves generated, of the wing tip, using values of 0.016 s,
0.008 s, 0.004 s and 0.002 s for the time-step. In this instance, negative cell
volumes were encountered using a time-step of 0.016 s before the simulation
terminated at 1.7 s. Negative cell volumes were not encountered using time-
steps of 0.008 s, 0.004 s and 0.002 s as the simulations proceeded to complete
at 8 s, shown in figure 7.9.
Figure 7.8: Time-step sensitivity test
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Despite encountering negative cell volumes using a time-step of 0.016 s, fig-
ure 7.8 shows that the curve was coincident with the curves using smaller
values for the time-step. This indicates that the sensitivity of the FSI model,
with regards to the time-step, solely influenced the remeshing scheme’s ability
to circumvent distorted elements.
Figure 7.9 illustrates that no lag or lead trends were observed amongst the
curves using time-step values of 0.008 s, 0.004 s, and 0.002 s. As a result, it
was decided to use a time-step of 0.008 s since it was small enough to circum-
vent negative cell volumes and large enough to avoid wasting computational
resources.
Figure 7.9: Complete simulation of the time-step sensitivity test
7.3 Refined FSI model
Following the results of the initial simulations, the refined FSI model was
constructed. Once again, the fine meshes for the FE and CFD models were
selected, as stated in sections 4.2 and 5.2. The rotational base excitation
replaced the translational base excitation. A time-step of 0.008 s was used for
both the FE and CFD solvers. Other refinements included a stagger-iteration
sensitivity test. This process, documented in Appendix D, led to the conclusion
that 3 stagger-iterations per time-step would be sufficient for the refined FSI
model. The CFD model was also refined to ensure that the y+ values of the
FSI interface in the CFD model, were within the appropriate region. This
process is documented in Appendix B.
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7.3.1 Classical flutter
The open-loop simulation follows the original FSI process, previously described
in figure 2.9. The closed-loop simulation was then performed by using the
modified FSI process, previously described in figure 6.3.
Figures 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12 represent the wing’s tip displacement, velocity and
acceleration during the open- and closed-loop simulations at 50 m/s. The
wing tip displacement, velocity and acceleration were observed to progres-
sively increase in amplitude during the open-loop simulation. The curves of
the open-loop simulation indicate that the structural damping was inadequate
to dissipate the energy being fed into the system by the air. Therefore, it was
concluded that aeroelastic instability was encountered which resulted in the
unstable vibration witnessed in these simulations. Also, large wing tip deflec-
tions were observed in the open-loop simulations. This could be attributed to
the high aspect-ratio of the wing. However, the fluid domain was large enough
to model the structure’s deformation.
The curves generated from the closed-loop simulation depict the structure fol-
lowing a stable oscillation at a lower amplitude. In this instance, the wing tip
displacement initially began to increase before reaching a point where the dis-
placements were observed to vibrate about a constant amplitude. The closed-
loop simulation illustrated the LQ controller’s capability to suppress flutter
using existing control surfaces as the unstable and progressive trend of the
wing’s tip displacement, velocity and acceleration were all subdued. This in-
dicates that controlled use of the ailerons increased the aerodynamic damping
of the system, thereby aiding in dissipating energy being fed into the system.
Figure 7.10: Wing tip displacement at 50 m/s
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Figure 7.11: Wing tip velocity at 50 m/s
Figure 7.12: Wing tip acceleration at 50 m/s
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7.3.2 Non-classical flutter
Increasing the air velocity to 70 m/s generated erratic wing tip vibration.
The curve generated, using this open-loop simulation, is shown in figure 7.13.
Erratic wing tip vibration was previously also witnessed using the translational
base excitation in figure 7.3. This irregularity was further investigated to
ensure that the erratic vibration was not a product of numerical instability.
The following section details the study into the wall shear stress and swirling
strength at air velocities of 50 m/s and 70 m/s.
Figure 7.13: Erratic wing tip vibration at 70 m/s
An adverse pressure gradient may induce flow separation. The separation point
occurs when the velocity, near the wing, retards to the extent that the wall
shear stress reaches a value of 0. From this separation point, the wall shear
stress becomes negative and the flow reverses, causing the fluid to detach from
the surface. The wall shear stress across the wing was investigated in order to
determine whether flow separation occurred.
Figure 7.14 depicts the wall shear stress plot across the structure at 50 m/s. A
fluid’s inability to adapt to changes in velocity, caused by changes of the sur-
face’s profile or contour, may cause the fluid to detach itself from the surface.
Flow separation would therefore be expected to occur towards the trailing edge
of the wing. However, no low wall shear stress regions were observed at 50 m/s.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.14: Wall shear stress plot of the wing surface at 50 m/s
Vortices may form from the regions of recirculating flow. Vortices are circular
or spiral sets of streamlines. In ANSYS, a swirling strength plot represents
the strength of swirling motion around local centres. Since turbulent flow
is expected, a swirling strength plot of the fluid domain was performed to
determine whether significant formation of vortices were present [39].
Figure 7.15 depicts the swirling strength at a speed of 50 m/s. Negligible
presence of vortices were observed. Figure 7.15b indicates that formation of
vortices existed at the wing tip however, this was attributed to the pressure
difference across the wing tip. The superpositioning of the swirling strength
and wall shear stress is shown in figure 7.16.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.15: Swirling strength plot at 50 m/s
(a)
(b)
Figure 7.16: Wall shear stress and swirling strength plot at 50 m/s
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Figures 7.17 depicts the wall shear stress plot of the wing surface at a speed of
70 m/s. Unlike the wall shear stress at 50 m/s, low values of wall shear stress
were observed at the trailing edge of the wing. A minimum value of −0.0775 Pa
was observed which implies that the flow reversed near the trailing edge of the
wing.
(a) Top view
(b) Bottom view
Figure 7.17: Wall shear stress plot of the wing surface at 70 m/s
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The swirling plots were also generated for the simulation at 70 m/s. In this
instance, figure 7.18 indicates that significant formation of vortices were ob-
served when the air velocity was increased to 70 m/s.
(a)
(b)
Figure 7.18: Swirling strength plot at 70 m/s
A top view of the swirling strength plot, shown in figure 7.19, revealed that the
vortices were observed to be present in the region where the ailerons were lo-
cated. These vortex regions formed at the adjacent areas between the wing and
the ailerons. The superpositioning of the swirling strength and wall shear stress
is shown in figure 7.20 where significant formation of the swirling strength was
observed to coincide with areas where low shear stress values were observed.
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Figure 7.19: Vortices formation at wing-aileron regions at 70 m/s
(a)
(b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.20: Significant vortex formation at low wall shear stress regions
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The wall shear stress and swirling strength plots indicated that flow reversal
did not occur at 50 m/s and no significant presence of vortices was observed.
However, at 70 m/s the wall shear stress plot displayed regions where the wall
shear stress reached values below zero. This is an indication that fluid flow
reversed and detached from the surface. Significant formation of vortices were
observed at 70 m/s. These vortex regions formed near the adjacent areas of
the wing and ailerons. In addition, areas of low wall shear stress coincided with
the regions where significant vortices were present. It was therefore concluded
that flow separation occurred at an air velocity of 70 m/s but not at 50 m/s.
According to section 2.3.1, classical flutter requires the flow to be attached
to the wing. The erratic vibration, observed in figure 7.13, could possibly be
attributed to non-classical flutter. A close-loop simulation was therefore not
performed at 70 m/s as non-classical flutter was deemed beyond the scope for
this project. However, suppression of classical flutter at 50 m/s was achieved.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and
recommendations
The design and evaluation of a flutter-suppression control system has been
documented in this study. All objectives set out in section 1.2 were achieved.
The following chapter summarizes the results of the project and concludes with
recommendations for future work.
8.1 Structural environment
A structural and fluid environment was established in ANSYS which consti-
tutes a numerical FSI model. Assuming the structure as solid bodies generated
a wing which was too rigid. As a result, the wing’s bending stiffness was al-
tered to compensate for its increased rigidity. Since control surfaces were used
in suppressing flutter, the ailerons’ DOF were constrained to the extent that
they could not contribute to the flutter mechanism. The modal analysis indi-
cated that bending modes were dominant amongst those generated. This was
attributed to the geometry of the high-aspect-ratio wing. A base excitation
was used in exciting the first bending mode at its excitation frequency.
8.2 Fluid environment
The discretized fluid domain made use of hexahedral elements at particular
sections of the CFD model. Using the spring-based remeshing scheme proved
inadequate in remeshing the deforming fluid domain as this scheme is not
ideal for fluid zones where non-tetrahedral elements are used. The diffusion-
based remeshing scheme was therefore used which proved to be successful in
remeshing the fluid domain. It must be noted that this remeshing scheme
is computationally more intensive than its counterpart nonetheless, it proved
sufficient for the project.
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Large wing tip deflections were observed during the open-loop simulations.
This could be attributed to the nature of the high aspect-ratio of the wing.
However, the geometry of the fluid domain was adequate in capturing the
deformation of the structure for this project.
8.3 Control system
A LQ controller was used in suppressing flutter. Constructing a full-order
model of the system required a means of generating the state-space model of
the FSI. The state-space model was generated using Matlab’s System Identi-
fication toolbox. This method required a set of input- and output-data of the
FSI model. These data sets were obtained by performing a characteristic be-
haviour simulation in which the ailerons’ rotational DOF were forced to rotate
with a desired input-signal, which resulted in a subsequent output displace-
ment of the wing. The state-space model was then generated and embedded
within the FSI model using APDL scripting.
8.4 Initial FSI model
Simulations performed on the initial FSI model indicated that a progressive
increase in air velocity decreased the wing tip displacement and therefore,
yielded a progressively stable vibration of the strucutre. As a result, the
translational base excitation was deemed inadequate for the project as it could
not excite flutter. However, aeroelastic instability was encountered when a
rotational base excitation was used. Investigation of the pressure distribution
at the wing tip revealed that altering the wing’s effective angle of attack was
required to induce aeroelastic instability.
8.5 Refined FSI model
Results of the initial simulations were used in constructing a refined FSI model.
Open- and closed-loop simulations were performed to determine whether the
LQ controller was capable of suppressing flutter. The controller regulated the
wing tip displacement and suppressed the vibration experienced by the wing
with the use of the ailerons. Open-loop simulations at 50 m/s revealed that
aeroelastic instability existed as the wing tip displacement was observed to
increase without bound. Closed-loop simulations were then performed which
illustrated the controller’s capacity to successfully subdue the unstable vibra-
tion by increasing the aerodynamic damping of the system.
At a velocity of 70 m/s, the wing-tip displacement was observed to follow an
erratic vibration compared to the vibration at a velocity of 50 m/s.
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An investigation into the wall shear stress and swirling strength led to the
conclusion that flow separation occurred at 70 m/s but not at 50 m/s. In
addition, significant vortex formations were observed at 70 m/s.
According to theory, classical flutter requires the flow to be attached to the
wing. Therefore, classical flutter was encountered at 50 m/s and non-classical
flutter at 70 m/s. A closed-loop simulation was not performed at 70 m/s as
non-classical flutter was deemed beyond the scope of the project.
8.6 Recommendations
 Future studies should consider the large and highly non-linear deforma-
tions of high-aspect-ratio wings. Construction of the CFD model should
ensure that the fluid domain is large enough, to the extent that the wing’s
deformation can be modelled.
 Use of modern control theory and the framework for the APDL scripting
allows for the expansion of the control system to a MIMO control law in
numerical modelling. This would prove beneficial as the large wing de-
formation (due to high flexibility) would result in accompanying changes
in the aerodynamic loading.
 The controller was capable in suppressing classical flutter however, sup-
pression of non-classical flutter has yet to be performed. Future work
could be performed to determine whether suppression of non-classical
flutter is possible.
 The control surfaces’ DOF were constrained to the extent that their
DOF did not contribute to the flutter mechanism. Therefore, future
work could be performed in which these constraints are not enforced.
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Appendices
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Appendix A
Wing and aileron specifications
A.1 Wing and aileron dimensions
(a)
(b)
Figure A.1: Top view of the (a) wing and (b) aileron with relevant dimensions
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A.2 Bending inertia of the aerofoil
The following details the method used in altering the wing’s bending inertia.
Section 4.1 states that the wing and ailerons were assumed to be solid bodies.
The bending stiffness was therefore scaled to account for this assumption.
Determining the wing’s bending stiffness, shown by equation A.1, required the
area (A) of the aerofoil, centroid axis (zc) and area moment of inertia (I) to
be computed. The area of the wing’s aerofoil is expressed by equation A.2,
the centroid axis is expressed by equation A.3 and the area moment of inertia
by equation A.4 [10].
The parameters of the aforementioned equation are all based on the aerofoil
diagram, shown in figure A.2, where the lower and upper surface distance of
the aerofoil are represented by (Zl) and (Zu) respectively [10].
M = EIκ (A.1)
A =
∫ c
0
[Zu − Zl]dx (A.2)
zc =
∫ c
0
1
2A
[(Zu)
2 − (Zl)2]dx (A.3)
I =
∫ c
0
1
3
[(Zu − zc)3 − (Zl − zc)3]dx (A.4)
Zu(x)
Zl(x)
Zu − zc
Zl − zczc
dx
z
c x
Figure A.2: Bending inertia of an aerofoil [10]
The centroid axis resulted in zc = 0 due to the symmetric profile of the
NACA 0012 aerofoil. Equation A.4 simplifies to equation A.5 which can then
be solved using either using Zl or Zu.
The area moment of inertia, for this work, was computed and is shown in
equation A.5. The default value of the Young’s modulus for the aluminium
alloy used was set at 7.1 × 1010 Nm2. Using equation A.1 and the default
values, the bending stiffness was calculated as 1.154× 1010 Nm2.
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The bending stiffness of very flexible wings range from 104 Nm2 to 106 Nm2 [48] [49].
Although a very flexible wing was not required, the Young’s modulus was de-
creased to avoid generating an overly stiff wing. The Young’s modulus was
therefore decreased to 1× 109 Nm2, in the ANSYS material database. These
values were used in the FSI simulations.
I =
∫ c
0
1
3
[2(Zu)
3]dx = 3.4574× 10−9 m4 (A.5)
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Appendix B
y+ value contour plots
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure B.1: y+ value contour plots on the wing surface
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Appendix C
APDL scripting
1 / batch
2 / so lu
3 / gst , on , on
4 antype , 4 , r e s t , , , cont inue
5 f i n i s h
6
7 ! ****** Begin / prep7 Command Snippet ******
8 / prep7
9 ! *******************************************
10 ! ********* Begin S t a t e Space Models ********
11 ! *******************************************
12 *DIM,DATAX, array , 2 , 2
13 *VREAD,DATAX(1 ,1 ) , MatrixX4 , csv , , JIK , 2 , 1
14 (1 F50 . 8 )
15
16 *MWRITE,DATAX, MatrixDATAX , csv , , JIK
17 %G, %G
18
19 *dim , x , array , 2 , 1
20 x (1 , 1 ) = DATAX(1 ,1 )
21 x (2 , 1 ) = DATAX(1 ,2 )
22 *MWRITE, x , MatrixXPre , csv , , JIK
23 %G
24
25 *DIM, F, array , 2 , 2
26 F(1 , 1 )= −0.495388032094521
27 F(1 , 2 )= −0.245403183489207
28 F(2 , 1 )= 0.029835235514845
29 F(2 , 2 )= 0.977820603959600
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30
31 *DIM,G, array , 2 , 1
32 G(1 ,1 )= −1325.1854992698 e
33 G(2 ,1 )= 25.87471279129196 e
34
35 *DIM,C, array , 1 , 2
36 C(1 ,1 )= −0.001971625499639
37 C(1 ,2 )= −0.110022889683153
38
39 *DIM,K, array , 1 , 2
40 K(1 ,1 )= 0.0003738
41 K(1 ,2 )= 0.0001839
42
43 *DIM, L , array , 2 , 1
44 L(1 , 1 )= −225.9966
45 L(2 , 1 )= −14.6585
46
47 ! *******************************************
48 ! ********** End S t a t e Space Models *********
49 ! *******************************************
50
51 *DIM,DATAU, array , 2 , 2
52 *VREAD,DATAU(1 ,1 ) , Matrixut , csv , , JIK , 2 , 1
53 (1 F50 . 8 )
54
55 GAIN = (DATAU(1 ,1 ) )
56
57 *CFOPEN, ’ PreGAIN ’ , ’ txt ’
58 *VWRITE,GAIN
59 %10.8 f
60 *CFCLOS
61
62 Gain1 = 1* e r r o r ! Ai leron1
63
64 Gain2 = 0.8* e r r o r ! Ai leron2
65
66 Gain3 = 0.6* e r r o r ! Ai leron3
67
68 Gain4 = 0.4* e r r o r ! Ai leron4
69
70 Gain5 = 0.2* e r r o r ! Ai leron5
71
72 Gain6 = 0.1* e r r o r ! Ai leron6
73
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74
75 ! *******************************************
76 ! **** S t a r t Update Ai leron Rotat ion **********
77 ! *******************************************
78
79 !AILERON1
80 csys , 15
81 cmsel , s , A i l e ron1
82 ! ngen , 2 , 0 , a l l , , , 0 , 5 0
83 d , a l l , ROTY, Gain1
84 a l l s e l , a l l
85 csys , 0
86
87 !AILERON2
88 csys , 15
89 cmsel , s , A i l e ron2
90 ! ngen , 2 , 0 , a l l , , , 0 , 5 0
91 d , a l l , ROTY, Gain2
92 a l l s e l , a l l
93 csys , 0
94
95 !AILERON3
96 csys , 15
97 cmsel , s , A i l e ron3
98 ! ngen , 2 , 0 , a l l , , , 0 , 5 0
99 d , a l l , ROTY, Gain3
100 a l l s e l , a l l
101 csys , 0
102
103 !AILERON4
104 csys , 15
105 cmsel , s , A i l e ron4
106 ! ngen , 2 , 0 , a l l , , , 0 , 5 0
107 d , a l l , ROTY, Gain4
108 a l l s e l , a l l
109 csys , 0
110
111 !AILERON5
112 csys , 15
113 cmsel , s , A i l e ron5
114 ! ngen , 2 , 0 , a l l , , , 0 , 5 0
115 d , a l l , ROTY, Gain5
116 a l l s e l , a l l
117 csys , 0
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118
119 !AILERON6
120 csys , 15
121 cmsel , s , A i l e ron6
122 ! ngen , 2 , 0 , a l l , , , 0 , 5 0
123 d , a l l , ROTY, Gain6
124 a l l s e l , a l l
125 csys , 0
126
127 f i n i s h
128 ! *******************************************
129 ! ******End Update Ai leron Rotat ion **********
130 ! *******************************************
131
132 ! ****** End / prep7 Command Snippet ******
133
134 / so lu
135 s o l v e
136 ! save
137
138 ! *******************************************
139 ! ******* Begin / Post1 Command Snippet ******
140 ! *******************************************
141 / post1
142 *GET, baset ip , node ,15897 , u , z
143 *GET, t ip , node ,15894 , u , z
144
145 u = GAIN
146 *CFOPEN, ’ PostGAIN ’ , ’ txt ’
147 *VWRITE, u
148 %10.8 f
149 *CFOPEN
150
151 *MOPER, t1 , F ,MULT, x
152 *VFACT, u
153 *VFUN, t2 ,COPY,G
154 *MOPER, t3 ,H,MULT, x
155 t3 (1 , 1 ) = t i p − t3 (1 , 1 )
156 t3B = t3 (1 , 1 )
157
158 *VFACT, t3B
159 *VFUN, t4 ,COPY,M
160 *VOPER, t4 , t2 ,ADD, t4
161 *VOPER, x , t1 ,ADD, t4
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162 *MOPER, ut ,K,MULT, x
163 u = −ut (1 , 1 )
164
165 *MWRITE, ut , Matrixut , csv , , JIK
166 (1 F50 . 8 )
167
168 *MWRITE, x , MatrixX4 , csv , , JIK
169 (1 F50 . 8 )
170
171 *DIM, val2 , array , 7 , 1
172 va l2 (1 ) = 3 . 2 , u , 3 . 2 , baset ip , 3 . 2 , 5 , 3 . 2
173 *CFOPEN, ’ Post ’ , ’ csv ’
174 *VWRITE, va l2 (1 )
175 %10.8 f
176 *CFCLOSE
177 ! *******************************************
178 ! ******* End / Post1 Command Snippet ********
179 ! *******************************************
180
181 ! *******************************************
182 ! ****** Begin /Pos26 Command Snippet ******
183 ! *******************************************
184 ! Time h i s t o r y r e s u l t s
185 / post26
186 ! Displacement
187 NSOL,5 ,15894 ,U, Z
188 STORE,MERGE
189 *GET, s i z e ,VARI, ,NSETS
190 *dim , UX55 , array , s i z e
191 VGET, UX55(1) ,5
192 *CFOPEN, DIS , csv
193 *VWRITE, UX55(1)
194 (6x , f12 . 8 )
195 *CFCLOSE
196
197 ! V e l o c i t y
198 NSOL,5 ,15894 ,VEL, Z
199 STORE,MERGE
200 *GET, s i z e ,VARI, ,NSETS
201 *dim , UX55 , array , s i z e
202 VGET, UX55(1) ,5
203 *CFOPEN,VEL, csv
204 *VWRITE, UX55(1)
205 (6x , f12 . 8 )
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206 *CFCLOSE
207
208 ! A c c e l e r a t i o n
209 NSOL,5 ,15894 ,ACC, Z
210 STORE,MERGE
211 *GET, s i z e ,VARI, ,NSETS
212 *dim , UX55 , array , s i z e
213 VGET, UX55(1) ,5
214 *CFOPEN,ACC, csv
215 *VWRITE, UX55(1)
216 (6x , f12 . 8 )
217 *CFCLOSE
218 ! *******************************************
219 ! ******* End /Pos26 Command Snippet *******
220 ! *******************************************
221 f i n i s h
222 / e x i t
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Appendix D
Stagger-iteration sensitivity
The staggered approached, mentioned in section 2.6, requires sub-iterations
to be performed during each time-step. In order to obtain a strongly-coupled
staggered approach, the FE and CFD models were required to reach conver-
gence before advancing the simulation to the following time-step. In order
to determine whether a strongly-coupled staggered approach was achieved,
simulations using 5, 3 and 1 stagger-iterations per time-step were performed.
Figure D.1 depicts the 3 generated curves. The curves illustrate the sensitivity
of the FSI simulation as the number of stagger-iterations were increased.
Figure D.1: Stagger-iteratation sensitivity test
The graph indicates that the simulation using 1 stagger-iteration, per time-
step, lagged the simulations using 3 and 5 stagger-iterations. Using 1 stagger-
iteration per time step is the minimum amount of what could have been per-
formed and therefore represents a weakly-coupled staggered approach.
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The lagging trend of the simulation using 1 stagger-iteration was therefore
attributed to the lack of convergence in the FE and CFD models.
The simulations using 3 and 5 stagger-iterations yielded curves which were
almost coincident. Figure D.2 shows an enlarged view of the previous graph,
illustrating the negligible variation between using 3 and 5 stagger-iterations.
A strongly-coupled staggered approach was therefore, achieved using 3 and 5
stagger-iterations per time-step. Increasing the number of stagger-iterations
performed per time-step increased the computational effort required therefore
the final FSI model made use of 3 stagger-iterations since the difference be-
tween the two curves were deemed negligible.
Figure D.2: Enlarged view of the stagger-iteratation sensitivity test
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Appendix E
CFD boundaries
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure E.1: CFD inlet, outlet and FSI boundaries
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure E.2: CFD wall and basewall boundaries
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